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Established in 1979 and still a family-owned 
company, Roper Rhodes has almost 40 
years experience of creating beautiful 
bathrooms. Based in beautiful Bath, a 
city with a strong association with bathing 
since Roman times, perhaps our continued 
successful growth is no coincidence.

The business has a very strong value set too 
and 3% of profits are given to charity each 
year, via the Roper family Charitable Trust. 

While our designs draw on influences 
from around the world, there is always 
something distinctly British about a Roper 
Rhodes bathroom.

Perhaps it’s because our design studios 
are based in Bath and the strong 
association we feel with the city. Or maybe 
it’s because we understand the British 
obsession with the home.

But to be honest we feel it’s something 
a little more elusive than that. It’s the 
unmistakeable feeling of quality and 
understated elegance whenever you 
use our products. That’s what really 
sets Roper Rhodes apart and makes 
us the quintessentially British bathroom 
company. 
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OUR 
PEOPLE

Take nine product designers, a crack team 
of marketers, years of experience and 
thousands of original ideas. What do you 
get? This bathroom book – packed full of 
beautifully conceived and exceptionally 
finished bathroom products.

With Roper Rhodes, form and function sit 
perfectly side by side. All our products are 
built to last and designed to delight! And 
it’s all thanks to the guys above it’s their 
job (dare we say obsession?) To design 
bathrooms that are out of the ordinary – 
and that really stand the test of time

06
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Furniture

FURNITURE

KEITH ALCOCK
Product Designer

When it comes to adding a stylish yet 
practical touch to your new bathroom 
design, choose from the Roper Rhodes 
furniture collection and you can be 
assured of hitting the mark. Our range has 
something for every taste and the designs 
incorporate a host of thoughtful features 
such as hidden drawers or internal lighting, 
integrated chrome handles and soft close 
drawer runners and door hinges.
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SYSTEM
Cool yet elegantly styled, System offers 
complete flexibility to tailor your space

FURNITURE



SYSTEM

Coordinating mirrors will bring an extra special feel to your 
bathroom. Choose your handle style to further personalise your 
basin unit.

Soft close 
Soft close drawer runners are used across the range, giving a 
smooth, quiet closing action and luxurious feel.

10 year guarantee 
We take great pride in the workmanship of our designs, using the 
very best materials and manufacturing techniques. This means 
that all System furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

System is a flexible range of furniture with a wealth of possibilities; every 
detail can be tweaked to perfectly suit your space & style. With its softly 
rounded corners & smooth lines, System will turn the daily routine into a 
pleasurable experience. Comprising a comprehensive selection of basin unit 
sizes, basin types, stunning furniture finishes & handle options, this is 
timeless design at its best.

roperrhodes.co.uk12

Top right
1200mm basin unit 
in matt carbon with 
Isocast basin 

Bottom right
500mm basin unit 
in gloss light grey 
with Isocast basin

Left
800mm basin unit 
in umbra with 
ceramic basin

SYSTEM 700 MIRROR
With dimmable on/off sensor 
and adjustable light temperature 
from 2700K (warm white)  
to 6000K (daylight white)

VEER BASIN MIXER
Basin mixer with click waste

800MM MATT LIGHT CLAY BASIN 
UNIT & CERAMIC BASIN

FURNITURE
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5 STEPS TO YOUR PERFECT SYSTEM 
BATHROOM
Cool yet elegantly styled, System offers complete flexibility. With numerous configurations you 
can tweak your choice to perfectly match your needs. Choose your unit size, select your choice of 
basin & pick from an array of contemporary finishes & coordinating handles. Follow the steps 
below and use the next few pages as inspiration. 

5. OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Once you’ve created the centrepiece for your bathroom you will need to consider the coordinating 
extras which can take your design to the next level in terms of style and practicality. 

4. HANDLE OPTIONS
With eight different handle styles you 
can add the perfect finishing touch to 
make your basin unit your own. Keep the 
whole look minimalist by using chrome 
drawertop handles or go for a functional 
front-fixed wide pull option. The matt black 
handle is a super stylish choice. Undrilled 
drawer fronts allow you to position the 
handles where you wish, though we think 
a third of the drawer height down from the 
top looks good. 1. SIZE OPTIONS

Firstly assess your bathroom space and 
choose the basin unit size to best suit. 
There’s wall mounted options in 500, 
600, 800 or 1200mm widths, with two 
soft close drawers providing practical, 
accessible under-basin storage.

2. BASIN OPTIONS
Now select your basin preference. This 
will really change the overall style of 
your unit. Choose from a sleek full width 
ceramic basin, available in 600mm or 
800mm widths or a modern Isocast 
basin which is suitable for all unit sizes.

3. FINISH OPTIONS
A choice of six contemporary finishes 
for System means that you can match 
or contrast to anything in your bathroom 
design. The colour pallette has been 
chosen to give a full spectrum of  
on-trend neutral painted colours in matt 
and glossy options. There is also a 
modern umbra wood effect finish if you 
are looking for a more natural look. Matt Carbon Matt Light Clay 

Gloss Dark Clay Gloss Light Grey

Umbra

Gloss White

Coordinating storage units

The coordinating tall, slim mirrored wall column 
has lots of storage space. If one is not enough, 
why not add a couple?

Mirrors & cabinets

The super sleek LED illuminated mirror is designed to perfectly 
complement the softly rounded corners of the furniture. There 
are also cabinets which match System finishes, some of which 
are recessed to give much needed in-wall storage.



Top right & left
800mm wall mounted 
unit in gloss white
with ceramic basin 

Bottom right
600mm unit in matt 
carbon with ceramic 
basin

FURNITURE
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SYSTEM: CERAMIC BASINS
Ceramic basins offer a classic feel which is easy to maintain. Softly 
rounded edges beautifully complement the furniture & provide generous 
wash space. Available in 600mm & 800mm widths, the ceramic basin 
has a practical integrated overflow.

800MM UMBRA BASIN UNIT  
& CERAMIC BASIN

VEER BASIN MIXER
Basin mixer with click waste

SYSTEM 700MM MIRROR
With dimmable on/off 
sensor and adjustable 
light temperature from 
2700K (warm white) to 
6000K (daylight white)



SYSTEM: ISOCAST BASINS

Above
1200mm unit in matt 
carbon with Isocast 
double basin 

Right
500mm unit in gloss 
light grey with Isocast 
basin

Left
800mm unit in matt light 
clay with Isocast basin

18

If it’s an ultra-modern look you aspire to, System Isocast basins with 
their smooth, sleek lines & perfectly rounded corners are the ideal choice. 
Available in 500, 600, 800 & 1200mm widths, these basins offer a 
contemporary & practical option. For a real statement, why not opt for the 
1200mm ‘his & hers’ double basin if your room is big enough?

FURNITURE

SCOPE BASIN MIXER
Open spout basin mixer

SYSTEM 1200MM MIRROR
With dimmable on/off 
sensor and adjustable light 
temperature from 2700K 
(warm white) to 6000K 
(daylight white)

1200MM MATT CARBON BASIN 
UNIT & ISOCAST BASIN
Create a 'his & hers' bathroom



SYSTEM: MIRRORS & CABINETS

Bring your bathroom to life & create the perfect atmosphere 
with the System mirror. The clever dimmable infrared sensor 
also enables you to adjust the light temperature from a cool 
daylight white, through natural white, to warm white to suit 
your mood and the time of day. The heated demister pad will 
also keep the mirror clear, even in the steamiest of bathrooms.

Colour matched recessed cabinets give much needed in-wall 
storage while giving a sense of space in the bathroom. There 
are two depths to suit, depending on the space you need and 
the construction of your wall; 75mm depth to fit within a 3 inch 
stud wall or 120mm depth, specifically for use in built-out walls.

LED illuminated single and double door mirrored cabinets are 
also available to match System finishes. Why not also add the 
coordinating tall, slim mirrored wall column for plenty 
of useful extra storage space.

Top right
600mm recessed 
cabinet in gloss white

Bottom right
600mm unit & wall 
column, both in umbra, 
with System 500mm 
mirror

Left
500mm unit & LED 
illuminated mirrored 
cabinet, both in 
gloss light grey

FURNITURE
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With its curved good looks, System’s LED illuminated, light 
temperature changing mirror has been designed to perfectly 
complement System furniture & comes in a choice of three sizes to suit. 
Alternatively, add some extra storage with one of the coordinating 
mirrored cabinet styles available to match System finishes.

SCOPE BASIN 
MIXER

SYSTEM 1200MM MIRROR
With dimmable on/off sensor and 
adjustable light temperature from 
2700K (warm white) to 6000K 
(daylight white)

1200MM MATT CARBON BASIN UNIT 
& ISOCAST BASIN
Create a 'his & hers' bathroom



To suit 500mm wall mounted basin unit

To suit 600mm wall mounted basin unit

To suit 800mm wall mounted basin unit

To suit 1200mm wall mounted basin unit

Gloss white SYS600D.GW

Gloss dark clay SYS600D.GDC

Gloss light grey SYS600D.LG

Matt carbon SYS600D.MCB

Matt light clay SYS600D.MLC

Umbra SYS600D.UMB

Gloss white SYS800D.GW

Gloss dark clay SYS800D.GDC

Gloss light grey SYS800D.LG

Matt carbon SYS800D.MCB

Matt light clay SYS800D.MLC

Umbra SYS800D.UMB

Gloss white SYS1200S.GW

Gloss dark clay SYS1200S.GDC

Gloss light grey SYS1200S.LG

Matt carbon SYS1200S.MCB

Matt light clay SYS1200S.MLC

Umbra SYS1200S.UMB
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SYSTEM
PRODUCT DETAILS

 

Wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer

600mm wall mounted basin unit  
with double drawer 

585(w) x 500(h) x 410mm(d)

500mm wall mounted basin unit  
with double drawer 

485(w) x 500(h) x 410mm(d)

500

Gloss white SYS500D.GW

Gloss dark clay SYS500D.GDC

Gloss light grey SYS500D.LG

Matt carbon SYS500D.MCB

Matt light clay SYS500D.MLC

Umbra SYS500D.UMB

Wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer

Wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer

800mm wall mounted basin unit  
with double drawer 

785(w) x 500(h) x 410mm(d)

800

600

 

1200mm wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer 

1190(w) x 360(h) x 410mm(d)

1200

 

Wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer

Finish & code

 Ceramic basin

600mm ceramic basin 
600(w) x 80(h) x 420mm(d)

600

Ceramic SYS600C

800mm ceramic basin 
800(w) x 80(h) x 420mm(d)

800

Ceramic SYS800C

 

500mm isocast basin 
500(w) x 35(h) x 420mm(d) 

Overflow kit supplied

500

Isocast SYS500IS

Isocast basin

Handle no.1

160mm centres

**256mm centres

Chrome SCHH01C.160

Chrome SCHH01C.256

Handle no.6

192mm centres Chrome SCHH06C.192

Handle no.5 (drawer top)

Chrome SCHH05C.315

Chrome SCHH05C.410

Chrome SCHH05C.610

Chrome SCHH05C.420

Handle no.2

256mm centres

*384mm centres

Chrome SCHH02C.256

Chrome SCHH02C.384

Handle no.3

*352mm centres Chrome SCHH03C.352

*320mm centres

**492mm centres

Chrome SCHH04C.320

Chrome SCHH04C.492

Handle no.4

240mm centres Chrome SCHH07C.240

Handle no.7

*320mm centres

**492mm centres

Matt black SCHH04B.320

Matt black SCHH04B.492

Handle no.4 (matt black)

128mm centres

*224mm centres

Chrome SCHH08C.128

Chrome SCHH08C.224

Handle no.8

FURNITURE

Finish & codeIsocast basins

Isocast SYS1200IS

          Handle options The cost of any choice of handle is included in the furniture 
price. Please check suitability for specific unit size below.

   

600mm Isocast basin 
600(w) x 35(h) 420mm(d)  

Overflow kit supplied

Isocast SYS600IS

800

800mm Isocast basin 
800(w) x 35(h) x 420mm(d) 

Overflow kit supplied

Isocast SYS800IS

1200mm Isocast basin 
1200(w) x 35(h) x 420mm(d) 

2x Overflow kits supplied

1200

600

* Not suitable for 500mm unit
** Not suitable for 500mm or 600mm unit
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SYSTEM
PRODUCT DETAILS

   

 

 Recessed cabinets

640mm recessed cabinet,  
75mm depth for stud walls 

Frame external dimensions 
640(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

640mm (for stud walls)

Gloss white SCHCAB675.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB675.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB675.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB675.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB675.MLC

640mm recessed cabinet,  
120mm depth for built-out walls 

Frame external dimensions 
640(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

640mm (for built-out walls)

Gloss white SCHCAB6120.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB6120.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB6120.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB6120.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB6120.MLC

1040mm (for stud walls)

1040mm recessed cabinet,  
120mm depth for built-out walls 

Frame external dimensions 
1040(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

1040mm (for built-out walls)

Gloss white SCHCAB10120.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB10120.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB10120.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB10120.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB10120.MLC

Finish & code

FURNITURE

  Mirrored column

Mirrored column 
185(w) x 1400(h) x 240mm(d)

Gloss white SCHCD1400.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCD1400.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCD1400.LG

Matt carbon SCHCD1400.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCD1400.MLC

Umbra SCHCD1400.UMB

 Size & code  System Mirrors
Sleek LED lighting, with the corners 
complementing the furniture curves

Dimmable infrared on/off sensor 
which also adjusts the warmth of the 

light (2700K - 6000K)

Heated demister pad prevents mirror 
steaming up

IP44 rated 

500(w) x 700(h) x 30mm(d) SYS70AL

700(w) x 900(h) x 30mm(d) SYS90AL

1200(w) x 600(h) x 30mm(d) SYS120AL

 Illuminated Cabinets

Illuminated Cabinet 
505(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d) inc light

IP44 rated

Finish & code

Gloss White VR50ALW

Gloss dark clay VR50ALGDC

Gloss light grey VR50ALLG

Matt carbon VR50ALMCB

Matt light clay VR50ALMLC

Umbra VR50ALUMB

Illuminated Cabinet 
655(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d) inc light

IP44 rated

Gloss White VS65ALW

Gloss dark clay VS65ALGDC

Gloss light grey VS65ALLG

Matt carbon VS65ALMCB

Matt light clay VS65ALMLC

Umbra VS65ALUMB

BTW

Flat back to wall WC unit & worktop 
570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

Gloss white RRBTWFLT.W

Gloss dark clay RRBTWFLT.GDC

Gloss light grey RRBTWFLT.LG

Matt carbon RRBTWFLT.MCB

Matt light clay RRBTWFLT.MLC

Umbra RRBTWFLT.UMB

Back to wall WC unit

1040mm recessed cabinet,  
75mm depth for stud walls 

Frame external dimensions 
1040(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

Gloss white SCHCAB1075.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB1075.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB1075.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB1075.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB1075.MLC

Finish & code
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SCHEME
Contemporary tailored furniture. Tweak 
every detail to suit your space & style.

FURNITURE



WALL MOUNTED  
BASIN MIXER

SCHEME ILLUMINATED
MIRROR 

800MM UMBRA BASIN UNIT &  
STAGE VESSEL BASIN

SCHEME

An array of clever additions from sleek internal lighting to 
coordinating mirrors and recessed cabinets will bring an extra 
special, ultra modern feel to your bathroom.

Internal storage 
Built-in drawer dividers in all units will help keep everything in 
its rightful place. Adding the optional beech storage boxes will 
ensure that all your bathroom bits and bobs have a home.

Soft close 
Soft close drawer runners and door hinges are used across the 
range, giving a smooth, quiet closing action and luxurious feel.

Lighting 
For a real style statement create mood or night lighting by adding 
the optional lighting kit. This will give a blade of light along the 
top and bottom edges of the drawers as well as lighting up the 
top drawer to help you find what you need. Contemporary styling 
with a practical twist.

10 year guarantee 
We take great pride in the workmanship of our designs, using the 
very best materials and manufacturing techniques. This mean 
that all Scheme furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Top right
600mm basin unit in 
gloss dark clay with 
Isocast basin 

Bottom right
800mm unit with 
ceramic basin detail

Left
2 mirrored columns
in gloss light grey

Designed by us. Tailored by you. Our Scheme modular furniture has great 
depth within the range, with something to suit every taste. Comprising a 
comprehensive selection of basin unit sizes, basins types, stunning furniture 
finishes & handle options, you can tweak every detail to perfectly suit your 
space & personal sense of style.

roperrhodes.co.uk30
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5 STEPS TO YOUR PERFECT SCHEME 
BATHROOM

1. SIZE OPTIONS
Firstly assess your bathroom space and 
choose the basin unit size to best suit. 
There’s a classic freestanding 600mm two 
door unit or wall mounted options in 500, 
600, 800, 1000 or 1200mm widths, with 
two soft close drawers providing practical, 
accessible under basin storage.

Stylish, contemporary & with so many potential configurations, you can tailor your choice to 
fit your needs exactly. Choose your unit size, create a style statement by selecting from different 
basin options, an array of on trend finishes &coordinating handles, then follow the steps 
below & use the next few pages as inspiration. Complete your Scheme bathroom with a choice 
of optional extras.

2. BASIN OPTIONS
Now select your basin preference. This 
will really change the overall style of 
your unit. Choose from a sleek full width 
ceramic basin, a modern Isocast basin 
with practical workspace on either side or 
one of three vessel basin designs. Lots 
of examples are shown over the following 
pages (pages 34-39).

3. FINISH OPTIONS
A choice of no less than six finishes for 
Scheme means that you can match or 
contrast to anything in your bathroom 
design. The colour pallette has been 
chosen to give a full spectrum of 
contemporary neutral painted colours in 
matt and glossy options. There is also a 
modern umbra finish if you are looking for 
a more natural look. Matt Carbon Matt Light Clay 

Gloss Dark Clay Gloss Light Grey

Umbra

Gloss White

4. HANDLE OPTIONS
With eight different handle styles you 
can add the perfect finishing touch to 
make your basin unit your own. Keep the 
whole look minimalist by using chrome 
drawertop handles or go for a functional 
front-fixed wide pull option. The matt black 
handle is a super stylish choice. Undrilled 
drawer fronts allow you to position the 
handles where you wish, though we think 
a third of the drawer height down from the 
top looks good. 

5. OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Once you’ve created the centrepiece for your bathroom you will then need to consider the optional extras 
which can take your design to the next level in terms of style and practicality. With Scheme it is easy to 
complete your new bathroom and create an individual look.

Cabinet lighting with hidden switch

The lighting kit gives a blade of light along the top and 
bottom drawer edges for mood or night lighting. It also 
lights up the top drawer to help you find what you need.  
It’s easy to use, operated by simply touching the side of 
the unit where the on/off sensor is invisibly installed.  
(Wall mounted basin units only).

Coordinating storage units

The tall, slim Scheme wall column has lots of 
storage space. If one is not enough they look 
really effective when used in multiples of two or 
even three, so why not add a few to your layout?

Drawer boxes

Mirrors & cabinets

Declutter your life by adding the Scheme 
storage boxes to your drawers. Incredibly 
useful, their beech finish looks great 
against the matt dark grey internal drawer 
colour. The two box set comes complete 
with two lids and they fit pefectly into the 
drawer space.

The super sleek Scheme mirror is designed to perfectly 
complement the furniture. The LED lighting creates a stunning 
effect when used together with the cabinet lighting kit. There 
are also cabinets which match Scheme finishes, some of 
which are recessed to give much needed in-wall storage. 

FURNITURE



SCHEME: CERAMIC BASINS

Top right
1000mm wall mounted 
unit in gloss dark clay
with ceramic basin  
& Scope basin mixer

Bottom right
800mm unit in gloss 
light grey with ceramic 
basin 

Left
500mm umbra basin 
unit with ceramic basin 
& Scope basin mixer

Your choice of basin is key to the look of your basin unit & a ceramic 
offers that truly classic feel. Scheme full width ceramic basins take 
advantage of modern ceramic production techniques, offering striking 
flared designs with elegant fine edges & generous wash space. 
Contemporary styling in a range of sizes, with practical design features 
such as integrated overflows make Scheme ceramic basins a great choice. 

34

800MM GLOSS LIGHT 
GREY BASIN UNIT & 
CERAMIC BASIN

AIM BASIN MIXER
Basin mixer with  
click waste 

SCHEME 800MM MIRROR
With dimmable on/off 
sensor and adjustable light 
temperature from 2700K 
(warm white) to 6000K 
(daylight white)

FURNITURE



SCHEME: ISOCAST BASINS

Above
1000mm unit in matt 
carbon with matt black 
handles, Isocast basin 
& Scope basin mixer

Right
1200mm unit in Umbra 
with double Isocast 
basin

Left
1000mm unit in matt 
carbon, showing internal 
storage solutions, with 
Isocast basin

36

Isocast basins allow for the creation of perfectly straight fine lines & modern 
flowing basins, inspired by the high end styling of premium hotels. Practical 
flat sides on the 800 & 1000mm basins give useful extra surface space in 
the bathroom. If your room is big enough why not enhance your bathroom 
experience by choosing the 1200mm ‘his & hers’ double basin.

SCOPE BASIN MIXER
Open spout mixer with click waste 

1000MM SCHEME LED MIRROR
Available in 4 sizes 

1000MM MATT CARBON BASIN UNIT & 
ISOCAST BASIN

FURNITURE



CELL VESSEL BASIN

SIGN BASIN MIXER
Tall basin mixer with  
click waste 

LIGHTING KIT

1200MM GLOSS LIGHT GREY BASIN UNIT 
Soft close hinges and internal dividers

SOLID SURFACE 
WORKTOP 

SCHEME: VESSEL BASINS

Above
1000mm unit in gloss 
dark clay with Rapport 
vessel basin & Sign tall 
basin mixer

Right
800mm unit in matt light 
clay with Stage vessel 
basin & Sign tall basin 
mixer

Left
1000mm unit in gloss 
dark clay with Cell 
vessel basin & Sign tall 
basin mixer

FURNITURE
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Vessel basins mounted on solid surface worktops give even more 
choice when defining the style of your bathroom. There are three vessel 
basins designs, two ceramic & one solid surface. All sit upon perfectly 
matt white solid surface worktops, uncut to allow for bespoke basin 
placement. Combine with a wall mounted or tall basin mixer to give a 
real spa feeling to your home. 



SCHEME: MIRRORS & CABINETS

The stylishly slim LED lighting of the Scheme mirror will create a 
stunning effect when used together with the basin unit and 
lighting kit, perfectly matching the thin light detailing. The 
heated demister pad will also keep the mirror clear, even in the
steamiest of bathrooms.

Scheme colour matched recessed cabinets, available in two
depths, give much needed in-wall storage while giving a sense of
space in your bathroom. There are two depths to suit, depending
on the space you need and construction of your wall; 75mm
depth to fit within a 3 inch stud wall or 120mm depth, specifically
for use in built-out walls.

LED illuminated single and double door mirrored cabinets are 
also available to match Scheme finishes. Why not also add the 
coordinating tall, slim mirrored wall column for plenty of 
useful extra storage space.

Top right
1000mm unit in matt 
carbon with Isocast 
basin & 1000mm 
Scheme mirror

Bottom right
600mm recessed 
cabinet in gloss white

Left
600mm unit & LED 
illuminated mirrored 
cabinet, both in umbra

FURNITURE
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Bring your bathroom to life with the super sleek Scheme mirror. 
Designed to perfectly complement Scheme furniture, it comes in a 
range of sizes to suit. Alternatively, add some extra storage with one 
of the coordinating mirrored cabinet styles available to match 
Scheme finishes.

MATT LIGHT CLAY 
MIRRORED COLUMN 
With reversible left/right 
hanging door,  
4 fixed internal shelves 
and mirrored door 

800MM LIGHTING KIT

VERSE BASIN MIXER
Basin mixer with click waste 

ILLUMINATED CABINET
Available in 6 finishes to match 
Scheme furniture 

800MM MATT LIGHT CLAY BASIN UNIT 
& CERAMIC BASIN
Soft close drawer runners and 
internal dividers
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SCHEME: STORAGE

The coordinating Scheme mirrored wall column unit is tall and 
slim with plenty of useful storage space. If one is not enough 
they look really effective when used in multiples of two (as in 
the picture below) or even more.

All Scheme basin units have practical drawer dividers, but 
to help keep them even tidier use the extra internal storage 
boxes with lids to keep your bathroom bits and bobs safe 
(or private!). The beech finish looks great against the matt 
dark grey interiors of the drawers and the boxes have been 
designed to sit perfectly inside.

Top right
Beech storage boxes

Bottom right
Freestanding unit with 
shelf dividers

Left
Mirrored wall columns in 
matt light clay
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We are all aware how much paraphernalia seems to accumulate 
in our bathrooms, so make sure you consider adding extra 
storage. Scheme has a few useful features & optional extras 
which will help. 
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SCHEME
PRODUCT DETAILS

Wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer

500mm wall mounted basin unit  
with double drawer 

505(w) x 500(h) x 375mm(d)

500

Gloss white SCH500D.GW

Gloss dark clay SCH500D.GDC

Gloss light grey SCH500D.LG

Matt carbon SCH500D.MCB

Matt light clay SCH500D.MLC

Umbra SCH500D.UMB

600mm freestanding basin unit  
with double door 

595(w) x 825(h) x 390mm(d)
Gloss white SCH6F.GW

Gloss dark clay SCH6F.GDC

Gloss light grey SCH6F.LG

Matt carbon SCH6F.MCB

Matt light clay SCH6F.MLC

Umbra SCH6F.UMB
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 Finish & code

 
Wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer

600mm wall mounted basin unit  
with double drawer 

595(w) x 495(h) x 390mm(d)

600

Wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer

800mm wall mounted basin unit  
with double drawer 

795(w) x 495(h) x 390mm(d)

800

1000mm wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer 

995(w) x 495(h) x 390mm(d)

1000

 

1200mm wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer 

1195(w) x 495(h) x 390mm(d)

1200 Wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer

Wall mounted basin unit 
with double drawer

 600 Freestanding basin unit 
with double door

Gloss white SCH600D.GW

Gloss dark clay SCH600D.GDC

Gloss light grey SCH600D.LG

Matt carbon SCH600D.MCB

Matt light clay SCH600D.MLC

Umbra SCH600D.UMB

Gloss white SCH800D.GW

Gloss dark clay SCH800D.GDC

Gloss light grey SCH800D.LG

Matt carbon SCH800D.MCB

Matt light clay SCH800D.MLC

Umbra SCH800D.UMB

Gloss white SCH1200D.GW

Gloss dark clay SCH1200D.GDC

Gloss light grey SCH1200D.LG

Matt carbon SCH1200D.MCB

Matt light clay SCH1200D.MLC

Umbra SCH1200D.UMB

Gloss white SCH1000D.GW

Gloss dark clay SCH1000D.GDC

Gloss light grey SCH1000D.LG

Matt carbon SCH1000D.MCB

Matt light clay SCH1000D.MLC

Umbra SCH1000D.UMB
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SCHEME
PRODUCT DETAILS

Rapport vessel basin

Rapport vessel basin 
580(w) x 350mm(d)

Unslotted waste required 
Use in conjunction with solid  

surface worktop

Finish & code

Ceramic VCR2

Stage vessel basin
Stage vessel basin 
580(w) x 345mm(d)

Slotted waste required 
Use in conjunction with solid  

surface worktop

Solid Surface VSS3

FURNITURE

To suit 600mm freestanding basin unit

To suit 500mm wall mounted basin unit

To suit 600mm wall mounted basin unit

To suit 800mm wall mounted basin unit

To suit 1000mm wall mounted basin unit

To suit 1200mm wall mounted basin unit

Finish & code

Ceramic SCH600C

Ceramic SCH500C

Ceramic SCH800C

Ceramic SCH1000C

Isocast SCH600IS

Isocast SCH800IS

Isocast SCH1000IS

Isocast SCH1200IS

Ceramic VCR1

Chrome SCHH05C.294

Chrome SCHH05C.504

Chrome SCHH05C.593

Chrome SCHH05C.793

Chrome SCHH05C.993

Chrome SCHH05C.1193

602(w) x 392(d) x 12(h)mm SCH6SSWKIT

802(w) x 392(d) x 12(h)mm SCH8SSWKIT

1002(w) x 392(d) x 12(h)mm SCH10SSWKIT

1202(w) x 392(d) x 12(h)mm SCH12SSWKIT

     Solid surface worktop 
with supports

For use with wall mounted  
units and any vessel basin. Kit 

includes solid surface worktop and 
worktop supports                           

 Undrilled to allow bespoke 
placement of basin and tap                            

Size & code

    

       

The cost of any choice of handle is included in the furniture price

Handle options

Handle no.1

160mm centres

256mm centres

Chrome SCHH01C.160

Chrome SCHH01C.256

Handle no.5 (drawer top)

Handle no.2

256mm centres

384mm centres

Chrome SCHH02C.256

Chrome SCHH02C.384

320mm centres

*492mm centres

Chrome SCHH04C.320

Chrome SCHH04C.492

Handle no.4

320mm centres

*492mm centres

Matt black SCHH04B.320

Matt black SCHH04B.492

Handle no.4 (matt black)

Handle no.6

192mm centres Chrome SCHH06C.192

Handle no.3

352mm centres Chrome SCHH03C.352

240mm centres Chrome SCHH07C.240

Handle no.7

128mm centres

224mm centres

Chrome SCHH08C.128

Chrome SCHH08C.224

Handle no.8

 

500mm ceramic basin 
500(w) x 410mm(d)

Ceramic basin

600mm ceramic basin 
645(w) x 410mm(d)

600

500

800mm ceramic basin 
845(w) x 410mm(d)

800

1000mm ceramic basin 
1045(w) x 410mm(d)

1000

Isocast basin
600mm Isocast basin 

605(w) x 395mm(d)  
Overflow kit supplied

600

800mm Isocast basin 
805(w) x 395mm(d) 

Overflow kit supplied

800

100mm Isocast basin 
1005(w) x 395mm(d) 

Overflow kit supplied

1000

     

1200mm ‘his and hers’ double basin 
1205(w) x 395mm(d) 

2x overflow kits supplied

Double Isocast basin

   

Cell vessel basin 
450(w) x 350mm(d)

Slotted waste required 
Use in conjunction with solid  

surface worktop

Cell vessel basin

* Not suitable for 500mm unit
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 Lighting kit

Includes 2 LED lights and capacitive 
switch. Simply touch the side of 

the furniture where this sensor is 
installed to turn the light on and off

IP44 rated

SCHEME
PRODUCT DETAILS

Size & code

500mm SCHLTKIT500

600mm SCHLTKIT600

800mm SCHLTKIT800

1000mm SCHLTKIT1000

1200mm SCHLTKIT1200

Add to the practicality of your 
Scheme furniture units with a set 

of 2 beech boxes with lids to keep 
all your bathroom bits and bobs 
together inside the main drawer.

 Small box - 100(w) x 55(h) x 255mm(d)     
Large box - 200(w) x 55(h) x 255mm(d)

Beech storage boxes (set of 2) SCHBOXSET

Storage boxes

Size & code 

 

Sleek LED lighting, perfectly 
matching the thin light detailing 

available on Scheme furniture

Heated demister pad prevents mirror 
steaming up

Infrared on/off sensor to operate 
lighting and demister pad

IP44 rated 

Mirrors

*500(w) x 710(h) x 45mm(d) MLE470

600(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d) MLE530

800(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d) MLE540

1000(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d) MLE550

1200(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d) MLE560

Finish & code

Gloss White VS65ALW

Gloss dark clay VS65ALGDC

Gloss light grey VS65ALLG

Matt carbon VS65ALMCB

Matt light clay VS65ALMLC

Umbra VS65ALUMB

Gloss white SCHCD1400.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCD1400.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCD1400.LG

Matt carbon SCHCD1400.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCD1400.MLC

Umbra SCHCD1400.UMB

Mirrored column 
185(w) x 1400(h) x 240mm(d)

BTW

Mirrored column

Flat back to wall WC unit & worktop 
570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

Gloss white RRBTWFLT.W

Gloss dark clay RRBTWFLT.GDC

Gloss light grey RRBTWFLT.LG

Matt carbon RRBTWFLT.MCB

Matt light clay RRBTWFLT.MLC

Umbra RRBTWFLT.UMB

Back to wall WC unit

Gloss white SCHCAB675.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB675.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB675.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB675.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB675.MLC

Gloss white SCHCAB6120.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB6120.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB6120.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB6120.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB6120.MLC

Gloss white SCHCAB1075.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB1075.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB1075.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB1075.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB1075.MLC

Gloss white SCHCAB10120.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB10120.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB10120.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB10120.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB10120.MLC

Illuminated Cabinet 
655(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d) inc light

IP44 rated

Illuminated Cabinets

Recessed cabinets

640mm recessed cabinet,  
75mm depth for stud walls 

Frame external dimensions 
640(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

640mm (for stud walls)

640mm recessed cabinet,  
120mm depth for built-out walls 

Frame external dimensions 
640(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

640mm (for built-out walls)

1040mm recessed cabinet,  
75mm depth for stud walls 

Frame external dimensions 
1040(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

1040mm (for stud walls)

1040mm recessed cabinet,  
120mm depth for built-out walls 

Frame external dimensions 
1040(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

1040mm (for built-out walls)

Illuminated Cabinets

Illuminated cabinet 
505(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d) inc light

IP44 rated

Finish & code 

Gloss White VR50ALW

Gloss dark clay VR50ALGDC

Gloss light grey VR50ALLG

Matt carbon VR50ALMCB

Matt light clay VR50ALMLC

Umbra VR50ALUMB

Finish & code

* Lights along 710mm dimension
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HAMPTON
Handbuilt & finished for a  
timeless feel



HAMPTON

Top right
600mm basin unit  
in chalk white

Bottom Right
700mm wall mounted 
unit in slate grey

Left
600mm underslung 
unit in chalk white with 
Strata starlight worktop

FURNITURE
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COORDINATING MIRROR
Complete the look with a  
mirror in slate grey finish

700MM WALL MOUNTED UNIT 
WITH CERAMIC BASIN
A luxurious statement piece  
with a generous ceramic basin
shown here in slate grey

SIGN BASIN MIXER

CHROME HANDLE
Choose from our 
range of handles & 
knobs on page 61

The Hampton range is a classic design that blends the beautiful quality 
of craftsmanship with shaker lines and a muted palette. The deep hues of 
pewter and slate grey are perfect for creating a dramatic bathroom, or opt 
for mocha, chalk white or vanilla for a subtle and relaxing vibe. 

Elements from the Hampton range can be used as standalone pieces, or 
alternatively fitted together with the help of worktops and plinths to achieve 
a fitted look. Underslung basin units really add to the period drama, 
especially when used together to create a statement 1200mm double basin 
unit. Or opt for a 700mm wall mounted basin unit to offer a stylish twist 
to the classic look. Flexibility is key with the Hampton range as there is 
something to suit even the smallest room with the compact cloakroom unit 
to the bestselling 600mm unit.

It has a timeless feel that suits any style, making it perfect for country living, 
urban life or anything in between. 

Traditional cabinetry techniques combine with hand painted finishes 
to give a truly classic feel. Hampton features 5 piece doors with tongue 
& groove feature side panels. Perfect for creating a stunning & 
sophisicated look for the bathroom. 

TRADITIONAL FLUSH 
PUSH PLATE



HAMPTON

Top right
400mm cloakroom unit 
& mirror in slate grey

Far right
600mm underslung 
basin unit in pewter

Left
700mm basin unit & 
storage unit
in mocha

FURNITURE
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SOFT CLOSE
Shhh...Hampton’s 
floor cupboard 
features a soft close 
drawer for a luxurious 
feel and quiet closure

HARROW SEMI-COUNTERTOP 
BASIN

COORDINATING CABINET
Complete your bathroom with 
a coordinating cabinet from the 
Hampton range

HAND PAINTED FINISH
It’s the hand painted finish which 
makes all the difference. Shown 
here in chalk white HARROW BACK TO WALL PAN

Complete your Hampton bathroom with one of the coordinating 
mirrors, now including an illuminated option and a 1200mm 
mirror with demister pad, making steamy glass a thing of the 
past.

The wall cabinet and 400mm storage unit offers much needed 
and useful storage space. Matching bath panels are also 
available.

Personalise and transform the entire look of your Hampton 
bathroom by choosing one of the alternative handles. From the 
period faceted glass knob to the more purist shaker chrome 
knob, there is something to suit every taste.

Hampton furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

FURNITURE
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6161

Basin unit
530(w) x 745(h) x 370mm(d)

Ceramic basin 
565(w) x 120(h) x 390mm(d)

Available in 2 tap hole (as shown) 
or 1 tap hole basins

HAMPTON
PRODUCT DETAILS

Basin unit
586(w) x 835(h) x 465mm(d)

Underslung ceramic basin 
460(w) x 180(h) x 330mm(d)

600mm Strata worktop  
& upstand 

25mm thick. 600(w) x 475mm(d)

Available in Strata Arctic White  
(as shown) or Starlight 

 575 basin unit

600 underslung  
basin unit

2 x Basin unit
586(w) x 835(h) x 465mm(d)

2 x Underslung ceramic basin 
460(w) x 180(h) x 330mm(d)

1200mm Strata worktop  
& upstand 

25mm thick.1186(w) x 475mm(d) 

Available in Strata Arctic White  
(as shown) or Starlight

Basin unit
665(w) x 750(h) x 400mm(d)

Ceramic basin 
710(w) x 125(h) x 420mm(d)

Basin unit
665(w) x 425(h) x 400mm(d)

Ceramic basin 
710(w) x 125(h) x 420mm(d)

700 basin unit

 700 wall mounted  
basin unit

Requires handle, see below

 

400 cloakroom  
basin unit

Cloakroom unit
410(w) x 730(h) x 350mm(d)

Cloakroom basin 
420(w) x 130(h) x 360mm(d)

Reversible door

MochaChalk white Slate grey Pewter Vanilla

Basin unit
2 or 1 tap hole ceramic basin

Total

HAM600US.W

HAMUSC1

HAM4W6AUS.AR

600mm underslung unit

underslung basin

600mm arctic white  
worktop / upstand

Total

HAM600US.MC

HAMUSC1

HAM4W6AUS.AR

HAM600US.SG

HAMUSC1

HAM4W6AUS.AR

HAM600US.PW

HAMUSC1

HAM4W6AUS.AR

1200 underslung  
basin unit

2x HAM600US.W

2x HAMUSC1

2 x 600mm underslung unit

2 x underslung basin

1200mm arctic white  
worktop / upstand

Total

Finish 600mm 1200mm

Arctic White HAM4W6AUS.AR HAM4W12AUS.AR

Starlight HAM4W6AUS.SL HAM4W12AUS.SL

Underslung basin worktops & upstands

Strata solid surface worktops
Pre-finished on all edges and precut  

to suit underslung basin units. 

Arctic white Starlight
600mm Strata worktop  

& upstand 
25mm thick. 600(w) x 475mm(d)

1200mm Strata worktop  
& upstand 

25mm thick.1186(w) x 470mm(d) 

HAM700B.W

HAM700C

HAM700B.MC

HAM700C

700mm basin unit

700mm Ceramic basin

Total

HAM700B.SG

HAM700C

HAM700B.PW

HAM700C

HAM700B.VN

HAM700C

MochaChalk white Slate grey Pewter Vanilla

HAM700WM.W

HAM700C

700mm wall mounted unit

700mm ceramic basin

Total

HAM700WM.MC

HAM700C

HAM700WM.SG

HAM700C

HAM700WM.PW

HAM700C

HAM450B.W

HAM450C

400mm cloakroom basin unit

Cloakroom basin

Total

HAM450B.MC

HAM450C

HAM450B.SG

HAM450C

HAM450B.PW

HAM450C

HAM450B.VN

HAM450C

All Hampton units, except the wall mounted basin unit, are supplied with standard Hampton chrome knob(s).  
For a different look you can upgrade to one of the new knobs or handles as shown below.

Compatible Unit Quantity 
required

Faceted glass  
handle

Bronze handle  
with backplate

Chrome handle  
with backplate

Chrome pull handle 
160mm centres

Chrome pull handle 
96mm centres

700 wall mounted unit* 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

600 underslung unit 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

600 semi-countertop  
basin unit

2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

600 basin unit 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

700 basin unit 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cloakroom unit 1 Yes Yes     Yes

400 floor cupboard 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Mirror cabinet 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Code HAMHAN01 HAMHAN02 HAMHAN03 HAMHAN04 HAMHAN05

Price each

* Not supplied with any knob / handle

Simple chrome knob(s) are 
supplied as standard with all 
Hampton units except the wall 
mounted basin unit

The wall mounted basin unit is not 
supplied with any knob / handle, 
leaving you free to choose from 
the selection above

HANDLES
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HAMPTON
PRODUCT DETAILS

Cloakroom mirror

MochaChalk white Slate grey Pewter Vanilla

Cloakroom mirror
450(w) x 700(h) x 25mm(d)

HAM420M.WCloakroom mirror HAM420M.MC HAM420M.SG HAM420M.PW HAM420M.VN

1200 mirror
1200mm mirror

1200(w) x 700(h) x 24mm(d)

Includes integrated demister pad

HAM1200M.W1200mm mirror

570mm mirror
570(w) x 800(h) x 24mm(d)

570 mirror

HAM600M.W570mm mirror HAM600M.MC HAM600M.SG HAM600M.PW HAM600M.VN

HAM1200M.MC HAM1200M.SG HAM1200M.PW HAM1200M.VN

600mm illuminated  
LED mirror

562(w) x 790(h) x 54mm(d)

565mm cabinet
565(w) x 700(h) x 150mm(d)

Right handed hinge only

600 illuminated 
mirror

565 mirrored  
cabinet

HAMILL6COM.W600mm illuminated mirror

HAMCAB.WMirrored cabinet HAMCAB.MC HAMCAB.SG HAMCAB.PW HAMCAB.VN

400 storage unit

400mm storage unit 
400(w) x 820(h) x 360mm(d)** 

25mm colour-matched  
worktop included as standard.  

See below for other options 

HAM400FC.W400mm storage unit HAM400FC.MC HAM400FC.SG HAM400FC.PW HAM400FC.VN

HAMPTON
PRODUCT DETAILS

MochaChalk white Slate grey Pewter Vanilla600 Semi-countertop 
basin unit 

600mm semi-countertop unit
600(w) x 820(h) x 360mm(d)* 

Price excludes worktop  
(See below)

Geo 515mm  
semi-countertop basin 

515(w) x 160(h) x 430mm(d)

HAM600SCT.W

G3SCBAS

HAM600SCT.MC

G3SCBAS

600mm semi-countertop unit

515mm semi-countertop basin

Total

HAM600SCT.SG

G3SCBAS

HAM600SCT.PW

G3SCBAS

HAM600SCT.VN

G3SCBAS

600 back to wall  
WC unit

600mm back to wall WC unit
600(w) x 820(h) x 360mm(d)**

Geo back to wall WC 
340(w) x 415(h) x 505mm(d)

Back to wall WC pan
options, pages 136 -141 

Cistern options see page 143
Price excludes worktop  

(See below)

HAM600BTW.W

GBWPAN/GSCTS

Back to wall unit

WC pan & seat

Total

HAM600BTW.MC

GBWPAN/GSCTS

HAM600BTW.SG

GBWPAN/GSCTS

HAM600BTW.PW

GBWPAN/GSCTS

HAM600BTW.VN

GBWPAN/GSCTS

 

1500mm Laminate worktop 
28mm thick. 1500(l) x 365mm(w)

2000mm Laminate worktop 
25mm thick. 2000(l) x 365mm(w)

3000mm Laminate worktop 
25mm thick. 3000(l) x 365mm(w)

Starlight

Finish 1500mm 2000mm 3000mm

Black granite F3W15.BG F3W20.BG F3W30.BG

Riven slate F3W15.SL F3W20.SL F3W30.MM

Isodora stone   F3W15.IS F3W20.IS F3W30.IS

Massa marble F3W15.MM F3W20.MM F3W30.MM

Laminate worktops
Pre-finished both ends supplied 

with extra edge banding to   
use when cut down. 
Can be cut to length

Black granite Riven slate Isodora stone Massa marble

 

Finish 680mm 1280mm 1880mm

Arctic white F3W6A.AR F3W12A.AR F3W18A.AR

Carrara F3W6A.CA F3W12A.CA F3W18A.CA

Copper F3W6A.CP F3W12A.CP F3W18A.CP

Starlight F3W6A.SL F3W12A.SL F3W18A.SL

WORKTOPS
Strata solid surface worktops

Pre-finished on all edges.  
Can be cut to length

680mm Strata worktop 
25mm thick. 680(l) x 365mm(w)

1280mm Strata worktop 
25mm thick. 1280(l) x 365mm(w)

1880mm Strata worktop 
25mm thick. 1880(l) x 365mm(w)

Arctic white Carrara Copper

For use with any of the 600 semi-countertop basin units, 600 back to wall WC units & 400 storage units to create a run.

1650(w) x 140mm(h) 
Use to create a fitted  

furniture look in your bathroom

 Infill panel

Plinth

Infill panel
400(w) x 820mm(h) 

Enables you to complete awkward 
runs or corner installations HAM400FP.W HAM400FP.MC HAM400FP.SG HAM400FP.VNHAM400FP.PW

HAM1650SK.W HAM1650SK.VN

* Quoted furniture height excludes basin & worktop
**  Quoted furniture height excludes worktop
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HAMPTON
PRODUCT DETAILS

Front bath panel
1700mm front bath panel

1695(l) x 500(h) 
See page 294 for details

700mm end bath panel 
685(l) x 500(h) 

See page 294 for details

End bath panel

Hampton Vanilla

MochaChalk white Slate grey Pewter Vanilla

BP900.W £154.00 BP900.MC BP900.SG BP900.VNBP900.PW

BP901.W BP901.MC BP901.SG BP901.VNBP901.PW

Wall light
550mm wall light

60(w) x 550(h) x 82(d)mm 

BATH PANELS

LIGHT01 £150.00 
each
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FURNITURE

A versatile range in contemporary finishes 
to add a designer edge to your bathroom
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The spacious drawers have beech internals, soft close drawer 
runners and are finished with a sleek integrated chrome handle.  
You could also add the optional floating beech storage boxes to 
help keep all your bathroom bits and bobs together inside the 
drawer.

Top your unit with one of the two ceramic or three solid surface 
vessel basin options, depending on which style takes your 
fancy. A coordinating wall column unit, with its seamless chrome 
handle, gives you even more storage space and a useful mirror 
to boot.

Pursuit furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Top right
600mm basin unit 
in charcoal elm with 
Stage vessel basin 
and coordinating  
Virtue cabinet 

Bottom right
1200mm wall mounted 
unit with Rapport vessel 
basin 

Left
Mirrored storage unit  
in charcoal elm

BLOCK VESSEL BASIN
Select from five choices 
of solid surface or 
ceramic basin. SOFT CLOSE

Shh...Pursuit’s drawers 
feature soft close, low 
profile runners for a 
luxurious feel and quiet 
closure. 

HANDLE
Pursuit units features a 
sleek integrated chrome 
plated handle

The contemporary textured finishes lend it a truly sophisticated edge, 
choose from alpine or charcoal elm or opt for smooth gloss white or the 
gloss light grey. Pursuit is extremely flexible too – choose the 600mm or 
900mm basin unit or use two 600mm units side by side, united by a 
long solid surface worktop to create a luxurious statement piece.

FURNITURE

INTENSE MIRROR
LED illuminated frame 
giving a beautiful halo 
light effect with demister 
pad
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PURSUIT
PRODUCT DETAILS

70

Cell Rapport Block Circuit Stage

Choose the right basin and taps for your Pursuit furniture units

Tall tap
compatible

Yes Yes No No Yes

Wall mounted 
tap compatible

Yes Yes No No Yes

Basin mixer
compatible

No No Yes Yes No

Can be used 
with 600mm 
Pursuit unit

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Can be used 
with 900mm 
Pursuit unit

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Can be used 
with 1200mm 
Pursuit unit if 
using 1 basin

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Can be used 
with 1200mm 
Pursuit unit if 
using 2 basins

Yes No No No No

Overflow Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Waste type
required

Slotted Unslotted Slotted Slotted Slotted

Ceramic Ceramic Solid surface Solid surface Solid surface

Cell vessel basin
450(w) x 150(h) x 350mm(d)

VCR1

Rapport vessel basin
580(w) x 140(h) x 350mm(d)

VCR2

Block vessel basin
580(w) x 130(h) x 380mm(d)

VSS1

Circuit vessel basin
580(w) x 130(h) x 390mm(d)

VSS2

Stage vessel basin
580(w) x 130(h) x 345m m(d)

VSS3

We recommend the use of a low 
profile waste trap for all Pursuit 
furniture installations

Low profile trap

USE WITH

TRAP10 £31.50

 Gloss white600 Alpine elm Charcoal elm

600mm wall mounted unit 
595(w) x 370(h) x 420mm(d)

600mm solid surface 
worktop 

white finish
600(w) x 12(h) x 425mm(d)

Choose your basin opposite

SSW6042

PUR600W

SSW6042

PUR600AE

SSW6042

PUR600CE

600mm solid surface worktop 

600mm wall mounted unit

Total

Gloss light grey  

SSW6042

PUR600LG

900

900mm wall mounted unit 
895(w) x 370(h) x 420mm(d)

900mm solid surface 
worktop 

white finish
900(w) x 12(h) x 425mm(d)

Choose your basin opposite

SSW9042

PUR900W

SSW9042

PUR900AE

SSW9042

PUR900CE

900mm solid surface worktop 

900mm wall mounted unit

Total

SSW9042

PUR900LG

1200

1200mm wall mounted unit 
(2 x 600mm units) 

595(w) x 370(h) x 420mm(d) 
each

1200mm solid surface 
worktop 

white finish
1200(w) x 12(h) x 425mm(d)

Choose your basin opposite

SSW12042

PUR1200W

SSW12042

PUR1200AE

SSW12042

PUR1200CE

1200mm solid surface worktop 

600mm wall mounted unit x 2

Total

(set of 3)

Add to the practicality of your 
pursuit furniture units with a set of 3 

floating beech boxes to keep all your 
bathroom bits and bobs together 

inside the main drawer.

2 x small box
75(w) x 65(h) x 350mm(d)

1 x large box 
150(w) x 65(h) x 350mm(d)

Beech storage boxes

BOXSET3Set of 3 beech storage boxes

SSW12042

PUR1200LG



FURNITURE

*Quoted furniture height excludes basin and worktops 7372 73
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 Gloss whiteBTW

storage unit

Alpine elm Charcoal elm

Flat back to wall WC unit  
& worktop

Back to wall WC pan
options, pages 136 - 141

Cistern options see page 143

320mm mirrored storage unit
320(w) x 1200(h) x 295mm(d)

to coordinate with your furniture

Intense mirror 
600(w) x 800(h) x 30mm(d)

For more details see page 274

PURSUIT
PRODUCT DETAILS

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.AE

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.CE

PURCMIR12AE            PURCMIR12CE

MLE500Total

Total

Back to wall WC unit  
& worktop

PURCMIR12W

Visage cabinet - available in  
gloss white, alpine elm, charcoal  

elm and gloss light grey finish 
655(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d)

VS65ALW

VS65ALAE

VS65ALCE

VS65ALLG

Gloss white 

Alpine elm 

Charcoal elm

Gloss light grey

PURCMIR12LG

Gloss light grey

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.LG

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.W

Virtue cabinet - available in  
gloss white, alpine elm, charcoal  

elm and gloss light grey finish 
505(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d)

VR50ALW

VR50ALAE

VR50ALCE

VR50ALLG

Gloss white 

Alpine elm 

Charcoal elm

Gloss light grey

FURNITURE

SHOWN WITH

COORDINATING



FURNITURE

DIVERGE
74

Move away from the norm & choose 
our Diverge bathroom furniture



BASIN OPTIONS
Opt for either a ceramic 
basin or a solid surface 
worktop topped with your 
choice of vessel basin

SOFT CLOSE
Shh...Diverge drawers feature 
soft close, low profile runners 
for a luxurious feel and quiet 
closure

HANDLE
Hidden handles add to 
the minimal styling

FURNITURE

DIVERGE

The floorstanding units are available in 600mm, 800mm and 
1000mm widths – all of which have a useful drawer as well 
as roomy cupboard storage and a sleek ceramic basin with 
generous wash area. 

The wall mounted basin unit comes in either 800 or 1000mm  
widths and can also be used with the ceramic basin or if you 
wish for an up-to-the-minute look, you can plump for a solid 
surface worktop and any one of our five designs of vessel basin.

Using the drawers is a pleasure, thanks to the hidden handle 
and smooth soft close action. Naturally all doors have soft close 
hinges too. If you need extra storage space add the very smart 
coordinating mirror-fronted wall column unit.

With a choice of two contemporary gloss finishes in white and 
light grey, or the option of two textured finishes in apline or 
charcoal elm, to keep Diverge on-trend.

Diverge furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Top Right
800mm freestanding 
basin unit in alpine elm 
with ceramic basin

Bottom Right
800mm wall mounted 
basin unit in charcoal 
elm with ceramic basin

Left
1000mm freestanding 
basin unit in alpine elm 
with ceramic basin & 
Compose cabinet

Freestanding or wall mounted, with either an integrated ceramic 
basin or a choice of modern vessel basins. There are so many 
options available in a contemporary muted palette to select from 
to suit your style and space. 

76



FURNITURE

*Quoted furniture height excludes basin and worktops 79

 Gloss white Alpine elm Charcoal elm

800mm wall mounted unit 
795(w) x 450(h) x 420mm(d)

810mm ceramic basin 
810(w) x 70(h) x 430mm(d)

Alternatively opt for a worktop &
vessel basin (details opposite)

1000mm wall mounted unit
995(w) x 450(h) x 420mm(d)

1010mm ceramic basin 
1010(w) x 70(h) x 430mm(d)

Alternatively opt for a worktop &
vessel basin (details opposite)

600mm freestanding unit
595(w) x 810(h) x 420mm(d)

610mm ceramic basin 
610(w) x 70(h) x 430mm(d)

DIVERGE
PRODUCT DETAILS

DIV800W

BRE800C

DIV800AE

BRE800C

DIV800CE

BRE800C

DIV1000AE

BRE1000C

DIV1000CE

BRE1000C

DIV6FW

BRE600C

DIV6FAE

BRE600C

DIV6FCE

BRE600C

800mm wall mounted unit 

810mm ceramic basin

Total

DIV1000W

BRE1000C

78 79

1000mm wall mounted unit

1010mm ceramic basin

Total

600mm freestanding unit 

610mm ceramic basin

Total

800 wall mounted

1000 wall mounted

600 freestanding 

800mm freestanding unit
795(w) x 810(h) x 420mm(d)

810mm ceramic basin 
810(w) x 70(h) x 430mm(d)

DIV8FW

BRE800C

DIV8FAE

BRE800C

DIV8FCE

BRE800C

800mm freestanding unit 

810mm ceramic basin

Total

800 freestanding

1000mm freestanding unit
995(w) x 810(h) x 420mm(d)

1010mm ceramic basin 
1010(w) x 70(h) x 430mm(d)

DIV10FW

BRE1000C

DIV10FAE

BRE1000C

DIV10FCE

BRE1000C

1000mm freestanding unit

1010mm ceramic basin

Total

1000 freestanding

Cell Rapport Block Circuit Stage

Tall tap
compatible

Yes Yes No No Yes

Wall mounted 
tap compatible

Yes Yes No No Yes

Basin mixer
compatible

No No Yes Yes No

Overflow Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Waste type
required

Slotted Unslotted Slotted Slotted Slotted

Cell vessel basin
450(w) x 150(h) x 350mm(d)

VCR1

Rapport vessel basin
580(w) x 140(h) x 350mm(d)

VCR2

Block vessel basin
580(w) x 130(h) x 380mm(d)

VSS1

Circuit vessel basin
580(w) x 130(h) x 390mm(d)

VSS2

Stage vessel basin
580(w) x 130(h) x 345mm(d)

VSS3

We recommend the use of a low 
profile waste trap for all Diverge 
furniture installations

Low profile trap

USE WITH

Alternative basin options for Diverge 800 & 1000mm wall mounted units

Ceramic Ceramic Solid surface Solid surface Solid surface

TRAP10

Solid surface worktop

800mm solid surface worktop  
800(w) x 425(d) x 12(h)mm

For use with the 800mm wall mounted 
unit and any vessel basin option

DIV8SSWKITSupplied with supports DIV10SSWKITSupplied with supports 

1000mm solid surface worktop  
1000(w) x 425(d) x 12(h)mm

For use with the 1000mm wall mounted 
unit and any vessel basin option

FURNITURE

Gloss light grey

DIV800LG

BRE800C

DIV1000LG

BRE1000C

DIV6FLG

BRE600C

DIV8FLG

BRE800C

DIV10FLG

BRE1000C



 Vanilla600

Countertop

700

Mocha Chalk white

600mm semi-countertop unit
600(w) x 820(h) x 360mm(d)* 

Price excludes worktop.  
Worktop options available  

on the next page

Geo 515mm  
semi-countertop basin 

515(w) x 160(h) x 430mm(d)

Countertop unit
530(w) x 745(h) x 370mm(d)*

Countertop basin 
575(w) x 120(h) x 395mm(d)

700mm countertop unit
665(w) x 750(h) x 400mm(d)

700mm countertop basin 
710(w) x 125(h) x 420mm(d)

HAMPTON
PRODUCT DETAILS

*Quoted furniture height excludes basin and worktops 81

SSW6042 £331.00

G3SCBAS £150.50

£481.50

HAM600SCT.VN £331.00

G3SCBAS £150.50

£481.50

SSW6042 £331.00

G3SCBAS £150.50

£481.50

HAM550B.MC £342.00

HAM560C £97.60

£439.60

HAM550B.W £342.00

HAM560C £97.60

£439.60

HAM700B.VN £375.00

HAM700C £175.00

£550.00

HAM700B.MC £375.00

HAM700C £175.00

£550.00

HAM700B.W £375.00

HAM700C £175.00

£550.00

600mm semi-countertop unit

515mm semi-countertop basin

Total

HAM550B.VN £342.00

HAM560C £97.60

£439.60

Countertop unit

Countertop basin

Total

700mm countertop unit

700mm countertop basin

Total

Natural oak

SSW6042 £409.00

G3SCBAS £150.50

£559.50

HAM550B.NO £449.00

HAM560C £97.60

£546.60

HAM700B.NO £475.00

HAM700C £175.00

£650.00

Cloakroom

Cloakroom unit
410(w) x 865(h) x 360mm(d)

Cloakroom basin 
420(w) x 125(h) x 360mm(d)

SSW6042 £265.00

HAM450C £95.00

£360.00

SSW6042 £265.00

HAM450C £95.00

£360.00

SSW6042 £265.00

HAM450C £95.00

£360.00

Cloakroom unit

Cloakroom basin

Total

SSW6042 £355.00

HAM450C £95.00

£450.00

FURNITURE
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 Gloss whiteBTW

storage unit

Alpine elm Charcoal elm

Flat back to wall unit  
& worktop

Back to wall WC pan
options, pages 136 - 141.

Cistern options see page 143

320mm mirrored storage unit
320(w) x 1200(h) x 295mm(d)

to coordinate with your furniture

Intense illuminated mirror 
800(w) x 600(h) x 30mm(d)

For more details see page 274

DIVERGE
PRODUCT DETAILS

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.W

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.AE

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.CE

PURCMIR12AE PURCMIR12CE

MLE500Total

Total

Back to wall WC unit  
& worktop

PURCMIR12W

Compose illuminated cabinet  
with Bluetooth® technology 

650(w) x 700(h) x 130mm(d)

CP65AL

FURNITURE

Gloss light grey

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.LG

Visage cabinet - available in  
gloss white, alpine elm, charcoal  

elm and gloss light grey finish 
655(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d)

VS65ALW

VS65ALAE

VS65ALCE

VS65ALLG

Gloss white 

Alpine elm 

Charcoal elm

Gloss light grey

Virtue cabinet - available in  
gloss white, alpine elm, charcoal  

elm and gloss light grey finish 
505(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d)

VR50ALW

VR50ALAE

VR50ALCE

VR50ALLG

Gloss white 

Alpine elm 

Charcoal elm

Gloss light grey

SHOWN WITH

COORDINATING

PURCMIR12LG
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SERIF
Undulating curves give a naturally 
sophisticated appeal



SERIF

Drawers have soft close, low profile white drawer runners for a 
smooth, quiet action. Custom-made, polished stainless steel, 
profile matching drawer handles add the perfect finishing touch.

The bespoke integral Isocast basin top completes the look 
seamlessly, with a thin front profile and generous wash area. The 
large sizes have practical flat edges for your bathroom products.

Available in gloss clay, light grey, white and light elm finishes, 
Serif furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Top Right
1200mm left handed 
basin unit in gloss clay

Bottom Right
900mm basin unit in 
gloss light grey

Left
600mm basin unit in 
light elm & Vantage 
cabinet

Add some classy curves to your bathroom with Serif. Available in 
a variety of wall mounted options including a compact 600mm 
basin unit, a left or right handed 900mm unit & a stunning 
1200mm unit.

FURNITURE

84

SOFT CLOSE
Shhh...drawers feature soft close, 
low profile runners for a luxurious 
feel and quiet closure

ISOCAST BASIN
This stunning Isocast 
basin’s thin profile 
coordinates with the 
Serif unit beautifully

HANDLES
Serif features 
custom-made, 
polished stainless 
steel handles

ULTRA SLIM MIRROR
LED illuminated mirror, can be 
fitted on painted walls or tiled 
in for a flush fitting finish



FURNITURE

 Gloss white Light elm

600mm wall mounted unit 
600(w) x 430(h) x 460mm(d)*

600mm Isocast basin 
600(w) x 45(h) x 460mm(d) 

900mm wall mounted unit - left
900(w) x 430(h) x 460mm(d)*

900mm Isocast basin - left 
900(w) x 45(h) x 460mm(d)

900mm wall mounted unit - right 
900(w) x 430(h) x 460mm(d)*

900mm Isocast basin - right 
900(w) x 45(h) x 460mm(d)

*Quoted furniture height includes basin

SERIF
PRODUCT DETAILS

SER600W

SER600C

SER600LE

SER600C

SER900LLE

SER900LHC

SER900RW

SER900RHC

SER900RLE

SER900RHC

600mm wall mounted unit 

600mm Isocast basin

Total

SER900LW

SER900LHC

86

900mm wall mounted unit - left 

900mm Isocast basin - left

Total

900mm wall mounted unit - right

900mm Isocast basin - right

Total

600

900 left

900 right

1200mm wall mounted unit
 1200(w) x 430(h) x 460mm(d)*

1200mm Isocast basin  
1200(w) x 45(h) x 460mm(d)

SER1200W

SER1200C

SER1200LE

SER1200C

1200mm wall mounted unit

1200mm Isocast basin

Total

1200

Flat back to wall WC unit  
& worktop

Back to wall WC pan
options, pages 136 - 141.

Cistern options see page 143

Back to wall unit & worktop

BTW

FURNITURE

Gloss dark clay

SER900LGDC

SER900LHC

SER900RGDC

SER900RHC

SER1200GDC

SER1200C

Gloss light grey

SER900LLG

SER900LHC

SER900RLG

SER900RHC

SER1200LG

SER1200C

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.W

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.LE

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.GDC

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.LG

To complement the gloss white, gloss dark clay and 
gloss light grey finishes matching recessed cabinets 
are available. See page 255-257 for options

GOES WITH

87

Visage cabinet - available in  
gloss white, light elm, gloss dark  

clay and light grey finish 
655(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d)

VS65ALW

VS65ALLE

VS65ALGDC

VS65ALLG

Gloss white 

Light elm 

Gloss dark clay

Light grey

Virtue cabinet - available in  
gloss white, light elm, gloss dark  

clay and light grey finish 
505(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d)

VR50ALW

VR50ALLE

VR50ALGDC

VR50ALLG

Gloss white 

Light elm 

Gloss dark clay

Light grey

COORDINATING
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FURNITURE

CIRRUS
Curves & straight lines combine  
to great effect



ISOCAST BASIN
A sweeping left or 
right handed basin 
to suit your space 

FLAT END PANEL
Allows the unit to be 
fitted flush against 
the wall.

TRANCE MIRROR
Bright energy saving  
LED lighting, demister 
pad & infrared on/off 
switch

CIRRUS

Cirrus is availabe in 3 finshes, gloss white, gloss dark clay 
and fineline grey (real wood veneer). All units come left or right 
handed with a flat end panel which can be fitted into a corner 
wall if desired.

The sweeping Isocast basin follows the curved profile of the unit, 
with bespoke chrome plated handles to complement the styling. 
There’s plenty of storage with a wide deep drawer and the 
distinctive curved cupboard on the end, which contains all the 
plumbing, freeing up the entire drawer allowing space for your 
bathroom products.

Cirrus furniture comes with a 10 year guarantee.

Top right
900mm basin unit in 
fineline grey showing 
the wide, deep drawer

Bottom right
900mm basin unit in 
gloss clay with left 
handed basin & Scope 
basin mixer

Left
900mm basin unit in 
fineline grey with right 
handed basin

With its sleek lines & ultramodern curves Cirrus brings designer style 
to your bathroom. The slim Isocast basin complements the sweeping 
curved unit which comes in a right or left handed option to suit your 
space.

FURNITURE

90



 Gloss whiteGloss clay Fineline grey

900mm wall mounted left hand unit 
890(w) x 415(h) x 420mm(d)

900 Isocast basin left hand bowl 
900(w) x 145(h) x 420mm(d)

900mm wall mounted right hand unit 
890(w) x 415(h) x 420mm(d)

900 Isocast basin right hand bowl 
900(w) x 145(h) x 420mm(d)

CIRRUS
PRODUCT DETAILS

CIR900LHGC

CIR900LHC

CIR900LHFG

CIR900LHC

CIR900RHGC

CIR900RHC

CIR900RHFG

CIR900RHC

900mm wall mounted left hand unit 

900 Isocast basin left hand bowl

Total

92

900mm wall mounted right hand unit 

900 Isocast basin right hand bowl

Total

900

900

FURNITURE
FURNITURE

Flat back to wall WC unit 

Back to wall WC pan 
options, pages 136 - 141. 

Cistern options see page 143

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d) 
RRBTWFLT.GDCBack to wall WC unit 

BTW

CIR900LHW

CIR900LHC

CIR900RHW

CIR900RHC

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d) 
RRBTWFLT.W

Matching recessed cabinets are available to 
complement the gloss white and gloss clay 
finishes. See page 255-257 for options

GOES WITH
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CYPHER
Give your bathroom a sharp 
contemporary edge



CYPHER

The doors have soft close, fully adjustable hinges and the 
drawers have soft close, low profile white drawer runners for a 
super-smooth, quiet action. Drawer units also feature a highly 
useful secondary internal drawer for all those bathroom bits 
and bobs. Cypher’s Isocast basin complements the basin unit 
perfectly.

Cypher is available in gloss white and light and dark elm finishes 
and comes in wall mounted or freestanding options.

Cypher furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Top Right
800mm basin unit in 
light elm with Elate 
basin mixer

Bottom Right
800mm basin unit in 
light elm with Elate 
basin mixer

Left
600mm freestanding 
basin unit in dark elm 
with Sync basin mixer

The square lines & slim depth of the Cypher range 
give it a distinctly up-to-date style, accentuated by 
slim, elegantly understated chrome handles.

FURNITURE
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ISOCAST BASIN
Modern design, 
superbly practical

SOFT CLOSE
Shhh...Cypher’s doors and 
drawers feature soft close 
hinges and runners for a 
luxurious feel and quiet closure

SECONDARY STORAGE
Cypher drawer units feature 
a highly useful secondary 
internal drawer for all those 
bathroom bits and bobs



FURNITURE

 Gloss white Light elm Dark elm

600mm freestanding unit
600(w) x 860(h) x 355mm(d)*

600mm Isocast basin 
600(w) x 25(h) x 355mm(d)

600mm wall mounted unit
600(w) x 435(h) x 355mm(d)*

600mm Isocast basin 
600(w) x 25(h) x 355mm(d)

800mm wall mounted unit 
800(w) x 435(h) x 355mm(d)*

800mm Isocast basin  
800(w) x 25(h) x 355mm(d)

CYPHER
PRODUCT DETAILS

CYP6FW

CYP600C

CYP6FLE

CYP600C

CYP6FDE

CYP600C

CYP600LE

CYP600C

CYP600DE

CYP600C

CYP800W

CYP800C

CYP800LE

CYP800C

CYP800DE

CYP800C

600mm freestanding unit

600mm Isocast basin

Total

CYP600W

CYP600C

98

600mm wall mounted unit

600mm isocast basin

Total

800mm wall mounted unit

800mm Isocast basin

Total

600 freestanding

600 wall mounted

800 wall mounted

99*Quoted furniture height includes basin

Flat back to wall WC unit  
& worktop

Back to wall WC pan 
options, pages 136 - 141. 

Cistern options see page 143

Back to wall WC unit & worktop

BTW

FURNITURE

All of our Isocast basins are manufactured using a calcium 
carbonate mineral substrate. This is then topped with a 
tough, resilient gelcoat to give a glossy finish which is both 
durable and easy to clean.

Using these materials allows us to create basins with 
precisely defined surfaces and edges which are not only 
practical but also complement our modern bathroom designs 
perfectly.

ISOCAST BASINS

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.W

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.LE

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.DE
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VISTA
Edgy, sleek & pared down to 
perfection



VISTA

Freestanding and wall mounted units are available in a variety 
of size options and are finished with a coordinating Isocast 
basin. All units incorporate clever internal lighting, which turns 
on automatically as the main drawer is opened.

The soft tones of light and dark elm finish fronts are offset 
perfectly by their white or taupe painted frames, also available 
in gloss white. Super smooth low profile drawer runners have 
been incorporated, whilst the long, slim chrome handles 
completes this understated look.

Vista furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Top Right
Spacious drawers give 
plenty of storage & 
internal lighting helps 
you find what you need.

Bottom Right
900mm wall mounted 
basin unit in white / light 
elm with Hydra basin 
mixer & coordinating 
wall storage unit 

Left
330mm storage unit in 
white / light elm

Vista has a definite urban feel, with a choice  
of three contemporary finishes

FURNITURE
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VIS900WW

VIS900C

VIS900WDE

VIS900C

VIS900WLE

VIS900C

*Quoted furniture height includes basin

 900 wall mounted

900mm wall mounted unit 
900(w) x 415(h) x 460mm(d)*

900mm Isocast basin 
900(w) x 25(h) x 460mm(d)

900mm wall mounted unit

900mm Isocast basin

Total

VISTA
PRODUCT DETAILS

VIS1200WLE

VIS1200C

White / Light elmGloss white White / Dark elm

1200mm wall mounted unit 
1200(w) x 415(h) x 460mm(d)*

1200mm Isocast basin 
1200(w) x 25(h) x 460mm(d)

VIS1200WW

VIS1200C

VIS1200WDE

VIS1200C

1200mm wall mounted unit

1200mm Isocast basin

Total

1200 wall mounted

Flat back to wall WC unit  
& worktop 

Back to wall WC pan 
options, pages 136 - 141. 

Cistern options see page 143

Back to wall WC unit & worktop

BTW Gloss white

Gloss white

Dark elm

Dark elm

Light elm

Light elm

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.W

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.DE

VISCOLWW VISCOLWDE VISCOLWLE

Storage

330mm storage unit
330(w) x 1220(h) x 280mm(d)

330mm storage unit

103

570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

RRBTWFLT.LE
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ENVY

FURNITURE

Proof that Envy isn’t always a sin.



ENVY

A show-stopping ‘his and hers’ Envy wall mounted unit 
incorporates two doors and a central drawer unit, topped by a 
luxurious Isocast double basin.

In addition, the Envy range includes a 300mm storage unit, 
featuring internal glass shelves and soft close doors, which can 
be mounted for left or right hand opening. Customise your Envy 
back to wall WC unit with a gloss white contemporary worktop. 
Satisfyingly chunky.

Envy furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Top Right
600mm wall mounted 
unit & storage unit in 
white with ceramic basin 
& Wessex basin mixer

Bottom Right
1200mm unit in white 
with Isocast basin

Left
600mm wall mounted 
basin unit in white with 
ceramic basin  
& Wessex basin mixer

 This comprehensive range includes wall mounted units in  
600mm & 1200mm widths.
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 White

600mm wall mounted unit
575(w) x 385(h) x 380mm(d)*

600mm ceramic basin 
600(w) x 40(h) x 390mm(d)

ENVY
PRODUCT DETAILS

EN600W

CON600W

600mm wall mounted unit

600mm ceramic basin

Total

600 wall mounted

*Quoted furniture height excludes basin and worktops

300mm storage unit 
300(w) x 1480(h) x 200mm(d)

ENC300W300mm storage unit

storage

Flat back to wall unit & worktop 

Minerva back to wall WC 
370(w) x 410(h) x 515mm(d)

BTW

RRBTWFLT.W 
570(w) x 860(h) x 235mm(d)

MBWPAN/MSCTS

Back to wall WC unit & worktop

Minerva back to wall WC & seat

Total

White

1200mm double wall mounted unit
1200(w) x 510(h) x 500mm(d)*

1200mm double Isocast basin 
1200(w) x 110(h) x 500mm(d)

EN1200W

CON1200W

1200mm double wall mounted unit

1200mm Isocast basin

Total

1200 wall mounted
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VALENCIA
Elegant timeless appeal



RECHARGE SOCKET
All Valencia lighting canopies 
are fitted with a power socket 
for electric shavers and tooth-
brushes.

HEATED DEMISTER PAD
All canopy mirrors in the 
Valencia range include a 
heated demister pad

INFRARED SENSOR
Activate the lighting and heated mirror 
pad safely and easily with the infrared 
on/off switch. Simply move your hand 
in front of the sensor.

BASE UNITS
These beautiful units are available in a wide 
range of sizes, providing practical storage 
solutions for any bathroom

SOFT CLOSE
Shhh...Valencia’s doors feature 
soft close hinges for a
quiet closure

VALENCIA

Versatility? It’s Valencia’s middle name. Choose from a 
selection of base unit sizes, then use each element on its 
own or create a sleek, fitted installation to cleverly hide 
unsightly pipes. Either way, for a soft, uncluttered look 
that’s easy on the eye, Valencia is well worth a visit. A 
coordinating floor cupboard and tall storage unit are  
also available.

Valencia furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Right
Floor cupboard

Below
Valencia’s ceramic 
basin

Subtle curves in all the right places & a stunning high gloss 
white finish give Valencia an elegant, timeless appeal.

FURNITURE
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 Gloss white

500mm base unit
500(w) x 820(h)* x 350mm(d)

Eden 550mm ceramic basin 
560(w) x 450mm(d)

700mm base unit
700(w) x 820(h)* x 330mm(d)

750mm ceramic basin 
750(w) x 500mm(d)

800mm base unit 
800(w) x 820(h)* x 330mm(d)

860mm ceramic basin 
860(w) x 500mm(d)

VALENCIA
PRODUCT DETAILS

VB500W

EDBT550W

700mm mirror canopy 
740(w) x 1030(h) x 175(d)

SC700W

VB800W

EDBT860W

500mm base unit

550mm ceramic basin

Total

VB700W

EDBT750W
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700mm base unit

750mm ceramic basin 

Total

800mm base unit

860mm ceramic basin

Total

500

700

800

*Quoted furniture height excludes basin and worktops 113

1000mm base unit
1000(w) x 820(h)* x 330mm(d)

1050mm ceramic basin 
1050(w) x 500mm(d)

VB1000W

EDBT1050W

1000mm base unit

1050mm ceramic basin

Total

1000

700mm mirror 
700(w) x 1010mm(h)

M700W

800mm mirror canopy 
800(w) x 1030(h) x 175(d)

CSC800W

300mm floor cupboard 
300(w) x 790(h) x 330(d)

V79FCW

1000mm mirror canopy 
1040(w) x 1030(h) x 175(d)

CSC1000W

 

VALENCIA
PRODUCT DETAILS

V79BTW

620mm back to wall WC unit
620(w) x 790(h) x 330mm(d)

Worktop not supplied (see options below). 
WC & cistern fittings not included.  
WC options, pages 136 - 141
Cistern options see page 143

Worktops

Supplied with pre-finished edges

White Black granite

506mm laminate worktop
506(l) x 340mm(w) 19mm thick

624mm laminate worktop
624(l) x 340mm(w) 19mm thick

1224mm laminate worktop
1224(l) x 340mm(w) 19mm thick

WT50W34

WT624W

WT1224W

WT624BG

WT1224BG

Infill panels - white 
Infill panel 300(w) x 820mm(h)

Infill panels enable you to complete 
awkward runs or corner installations.

FP300WInfill panels - white

Infill panel

Cordoba handles 

Cordoba handles are included in  
the price of the unit. Additional handles  

can be purchased at the price below

SP1125Cordoba - chrome

Handles

FURNITURE

Mirror

Mirror

Mirror

Mirror

Floor cupboard

Back to wall
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CLOAKROOM

FURNITURE

Compact yet functional we prove 
that small can be beautiful



BASIN UNIT OPTIONS
The Esta range is available in both 
freestanding and wall mounted 
formats, and comes in a variety of 
stylish finishes

CERAMIC BASIN
Esta’s ceramic basin 
features a single tap 
hole and surprisingly 
generous wash area

MINI BASIN MIXERS
Complete the look with 
a mini basin mixer.

ESTA

Esta is packed full of charm and practicality. Available as 
a freestanding or wall mounted unit, in no fewer than nine 
contemporary finishes, this piece is perfect for an ensuite or 
cloakroom.

This simple, unfussy unit incorporates a single wooden shelf. It 
features a door which can be hung to open from the left or right 
and a slim chrome handle which can be mounted either vertically 
or horizontally.

Esta furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Top Right
Esta basin unit in dark 
elm

Bottom Right
Esta wall mounted basin 
unit in gloss white

Left
Esta basin in gloss dark 
clay with ceramic basin

Small but perfectly formed, we’ve a lot to say about 
the smallest basin unit in our furniture collection.

FURNITURE
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ULTRA SLIM MIRROR
Can be attached to 
painted walls or tiled in 
for a flush fitting finish



FLEXIBILITY
A reversible door, with soft close 
quick release hinges, means it will 
easily fit in where needed

CERAMIC BASIN
Mia’s offset ceramic basin 
features a single tap hole 
and surprisingly generous 
wash area

FURNITURE

MIA

A reversible door, with soft close hinges, means it will easily fit 
in where needed. The framed inset door panel and concave 
plinth add to the aesthetic appeal, with an elegant chrome plated 
handle giving an extra stylish touch. An offset ceramic basin 
cleverly maximises available hand wash area.

Mia is available in gloss white and light and dark elm finishes and 
benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Top Right
Mia basin unit in dark 
elm with Code basin 
mixer

Bottom Right
Mia basin unit in white 
with Code basin mixer

Left
Mia’s offset basin 
maximises wash space

The Mia basin unit extends our extremely popular cloakroom 
furniture collection. This compact, yet highly functional freestanding 
basin unit has a variety of features which make it perfect for the 
smallest room in the house.
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HAMPTON

Left
Detail of door 
handle 

Right
Cloakroom basin 
unit & mirror in 
slate grey 

120

Bring the opulence of classic design into your smallest room 
with this compact cloakroom unit. Hampton features 5 piece 
doors with tongue and groove feature side panels and comes 
complete with an elegant chrome handle. The door can be 
hung to open from the left or right.

Hampton furniture benefits from a 10 year guarantee.

Traditional cabinetry techniques combine with hand 
painted finishes give a truly classic feel so you can 
create a timeless look for the cloakroom. 

CERAMIC BASIN
Single tap hole for 
a basin mixer tap

CLOAKROOM MIRROR
Coordinating 
cloakroom mirror 
available in all 
finishes

HARROW BACK 
TO WALL WC PAN



FURNITURE

*Quoted furniture height excludes basin and worktops

ENSUITE OR CLOAKROOM 
PRODUCT DETAILS

122

445mm freestanding unit 
445(w) x 880(h) x 285mm(d)*

465mm ceramic basin 
465(w) x 60(h) x 295mm(d)

ESVB45PD

ESB45

ESVB45DE

ESB45

ESVB45LE

ESB45

445mm freestanding unit

465mm ceramic basin

Total

Esta Light elm Pale driftwood Dark elm

445mm wall mounted unit 
445(w) x 575(h) x 285mm(d)*

465mm ceramic basin 
465(w) x 60(h) x 295mm(d)

ESWM45W

ESB45

445mm wall mounted unit

465mm ceramic basin

Total

Esta Gloss white

445mm freestanding unit 
445(w) x 880(h) x 285mm(d)*

465mm ceramic basin 
465(w) x 60(h) x 295mm(d)

ESVB45W

ESB45

445mm freestanding unit

465mm ceramic basin

Total

Esta Gloss white

FURNITURE

 Gloss white Light elm Dark elm

460mm freestanding unit 
460(w) x 860(h) x 255mm(d)*

460mm ceramic basin 
460(w) x 100(h) x 330mm(d)

MIA450W

MIA450C

MIA450LE

MIA450C

MIA450DE

MIA450C

460mm freestanding unit

460mm ceramic basin

Total

Mia

445mm freestanding unit 
445(w) x 880(h) x 285mm(d)*

465mm ceramic basin 
465(w) x 60(h) x 295mm(d)

ESVB45MCB

ESB45

ESVB45LG

ESB45

ESVB45GDC

ESB45

445mm freestanding unit

465mm ceramic basin

Total

Esta Gloss dark clay Matt carbon Gloss light grey

Hampton

Cloakroom unit
410(w) x 730(h) x 350mm(d)

Cloakroom basin 
420(w) x 130(h) x 360mm(d)

HAM450B.VN

HAM450C

HAM450B.MC

HAM450C

HAM450B.W

HAM450C

Basin unit

Ceramic basin

Total

HAM450B.SG

HAM450C

HAM450B.PW

HAM450C

Vanilla

Mocha Chalk white Slate grey

Pewter

Cloakroom unit
410(w) x 730(h) x 350mm(d)

Cloakroom basin 
420(w) x 130(h) x 360mm(d)

Basin unit

Ceramic basin

Total

Hampton
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ROB SHEAN
Product Designer

Add a little European flair to your new 
bathroom by choosing from our sanitaryware 
collection. Our stylish contemporary ranges 
have true designer appeal & incorporate 
wall hung basins in a variety of sizes with 
coordinating wall hung, back to wall & 
close coupled WC options. Manufactured 
using only the finest raw materials 
including English china clay.

Sanitaryware
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The modern design of the Accent basin looks great when wall mounted  
with a semi pedestal or chrome bottle trap or used on a countertop.  
The basin is available in three widths, as well as semi-countertop 
versions for use with bathroom furniture, and the design 
provides a deep, practical wash space. Complement with the WC 
version of your choice & a soft close, quick release seat.

ACCENT
This sanitaryware range, with its smooth curved design & thin edges, 
offers generous washing space even on the slim depth semi-countertop 
option. A choice of three WCs includes a very stylish back to wall version, 
the perfect choice for fitted furniture, or opt for the wall hung or close 
coupled WC for a more stand-alone look.

COVER

560mm slim depth 
semi-countertop basin

660mm close coupled fully 
enclosed WC & seat

525mm wall hung WC  
& soft close seat

530mm back to wall WC 
& soft close seat 

560mm semi-countertop basin500mm basin 600mm basin 700mm basin 

550mm slim depth 
semi-countertop basin

630mm close coupled fully 
enclosed WC & seat

510mm back to wall WC 
& soft close seat 

560mm standard depth  
semi-countertop basin

505mm wall hung WC  
& soft close seat 

Semi pedestal

Codes, pricing and dimensions can be found on pages 136 - 141
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The Note basin comes in 4 sizes, to be countertop-mounted or wall 
hung with a semi pedestal or chrome bottle trap. A semi-countertop 
basin option allows use with bathroom furniture. The versatile range 
of short projection WCs have soft close, quick release seats.

NOTE

450mm basin

620mm close coupled fully 
enclosed WC & soft close  
seat

620mm close coupled WC 
& soft close seat

550mm basin

500mm back to wall WC 
& soft close seat

650mm basin

500mm wall hung WC  
& soft close seat

750mm basin

560mm standard depth 
semi-countertop basin 

Semi pedestal

Slim depth semi-countertop 
basin 

STATEMENT
Make a Statement in your bathroom. These substantial basins are 
made using fine fire clay which allows delicate straight edges to the 
design. Wall hang or mount on a countertop & team with your 
choice of our WCs.

600mm basin 800mm basin 1000mm basin

Codes, pricing and dimensions can be found on pages 136 - 141
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Breathe basins can be wall hung or look great mounted 
on a countertop. Maybe team up with a Geo or Version WC?

BREATHE

610mm basin 810mm basin 1010mm basin

SANITARYW
ARE

Codes, pricing and dimensions can be found on pages 136 - 141

Zest has a comprehensive range of ceramic basins made using fine fire 
clay, allowing slim edges & elegant shapes. Wall hang or mount on a 
countertop. WC options include a very stylish close coupled design & a 
unique 450mm short projection back to wall model.

ZEST

435mm slim depth 
semi-countertop basin

655mm close coupled fully 
enclosed WC & soft close seat

450mm corner basin

450mm back to wall WC  
& soft close seat

500mm basin

500mm back to wall WC 
& soft close seat 

600mm basin

500mm wall hung WC 
& soft close seat

700mm basin

500mm standard depth 
semi-countertop basin
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The soft squares of the Geo basin means it looks great when used 
with Roper Rhodes bathroom furniture. The slim depth semi-
countertop basin saves precious space but still has a deep, practical 
wash space.

GEO

Codes, pricing and dimensions can be found on pages 136 - 141

655mm close coupled fully enclosed 
WC & soft close toilet seat

505mm back to wall WC 
& soft close seat 

655mm close coupled WC  
& soft close toilet seat

500mm standard depth  
semi-countertop basin

515mm standard depth  
semi-countertop basin

540mm slim depth  
semi-countertop basin

Minerva combines simple good looks with practicality. The semi-
countertop basin comes in 3 useful sizes. The WCs work well with 
both our Juno & Minerva seats.

MINERVA

660mm close coupled 
WC & soft close Juno 
seat

560mm standard 
semi-countertop basin * For use with comfort height cistern TR9008 

in furniture installation. See page 143

540mm basin & pedestal

460mm slim depth 
semi-countertop basin

530mm Comfort height 
back to wall WC* & soft 
close Minerva seat

515mm back to wall  
WC & soft close  
Minerva seat 

540mm slim depth 
semi-countertop basin
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This collection has more than a nod to the past, being both classically 
styled & elegant. It looks great with our Burford range for a true period 
feel. With generous proportions, the basin is available with one or two 
tap holes & coordinates perfectly with the back to wall WC pan. 

HARROW

550mm Semi-countertop   
1 tap hole basin 

Back to wall WC & soft close, 
gloss white wooden seat

550mm Semi-countertop   
2 tap hole basin 
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COVER
600mm Basin500mm BasinSemi-countertop basin Slim semi-countertop 

basin

Wall mounted or countertop basin
600(w) x 145(h) x 430mm(d)

A60SB

Wall mounted or countertop basin
500(w) x 145(h) x 430mm(d)

A50SB

For use with standard depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 293mm

560(w) x 125(h) x 430mm(d)

A3SCBAS

For use with slim depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 218mm

550(w) x 125(h) x 337mm(d)

A2SCBAS

Back to wall WC 
& seat

Back to wall WC pan

360(w) x 390(h) x 530mm(d)

WC CBWPAN

Seat CSCTS

Wall hung WC & seat

Wall hung WC pan

355(w) x 320(h) x 525mm(d)

WC CWHPAN

Seat CSCTS

Close coupled fully 
enclosed WC & seat

6/3L cistern 
Supplied with internal plastic  
anti-condensation tank & ceramic  
lidless cistern

360(w) x 910(h) x 660mm(d)

WC CCCPAN

Cistern CCCTNK

Seat CSCTS

For use with slim depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 218mm

560(w) x 175(h) x 345mm(d)

C2SCBAS

Slim semi-countertop 
basin

Semi-countertop basin

For use with standard depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 290mm

560(w) x 175(h) x 435mm(d)

C3SCBAS

700mm basin

Wall mounted or countertop basin
700(w) x 145(h) x 430mm(d)

A70SB

Semi pedestal

For use with all Accent basins  
(except semi-countertop basin)
235(w) x 330(h) x 260mm(d)

NSMP

360(w) x 275(h) x 505mm(d)

WC AWHPAN

Seat ASCTS

Wall hung WC & seat

Close coupled fully 
enclosed WC & seat

4.5/3L cistern
630mm short projection WC,  
dual flush fittings included.  
360(w) x 860(h) x 630m(d)

WC ACCPAN

Cistern ACCTNK

Seat ASCTS

360(w) x 420(h) x 510mm(d)

WC ABWPAN

Seat ASCTS

Back to wall WC
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Wall mounted or countertop basin
550(w) x 140(h) x 400mm(d)

N55SB

550mm basin

Wall mounted or countertop basin
450(w) x 150(h) x 350mm(d)

N45SB

450mm basinSemi-countertop basin

For use with standard depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 300mm

560(w) x 133(h) x 430mm(d)

N3SCBAS

Slim semi-countertop 
basin

For use with slim depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 215mm

540(w) x 140(h) x 330mm(d)

N2SCBAS

NOTE 

650mm basin

Wall mounted or countertop basin
650(w) x 140(h) x 450mm(d)

N65SB

360(w) x 420(h) x 500mm(d)

WC NBWPAN

Seat 8704WSC

Back to wall WC & seatSemi pedestal750mm basin

For use with all Note basins  
(except semi-countertop basin)
235(w) x 330(h) x 260mm(d)

NSMP

Wall mounted or countertop basin
750(w) x 140(h) x 450mm(d)

N75SB

360(w) x 420(h) x 500mm(d)

WC NWHPAN

Seat 8704WSC

Wall hung WC & seat Close coupled fully 
enclosed WC & seat

4.5/3L cistern
WC height 420mm, bottom inlet,  
dual flush fittings included 
360(w) x 900(h) x 620mm(d)

WC NCCPAN

Cistern NCCTNK

Seat 8704WSC

Close coupled WC 
& seat

4.5/3L cistern
WC height 420mm, bottom inlet,  
dual flush fittings included 
120mm side void 
360(w) x 900(h) x 620mm(d)

WC NCCPAN2

Cistern NCCTNK2

Seat 8704WSC

1010mm basin

Wall mounted basin
810(w) x 175(h) x 430mm(d)

BRE800C

Wall mounted basin
1010(w) x 175(h) x 430mm(d)

BRE1000C

810mm basin

Wall mounted basin
610(w) x 175(h) x 430mm(d)

BRE600C

610mm basin

BREATHE

Wall mounted or countertop basin
1000(w) x 130(h) x 480mm(d)

S100SB

1000mm basin

Wall mounted or countertop basin
800(w) x 130(h) x 480mm(d)

S80SB

800mm basin

Wall mounted or countertop basin
600(w) x 130(h) x 480mm(d)

S60SB

600mm basin

STATEMENT
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For use with slim depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 218mm
540(w) x 160(h) x 380mm(d)

M2SCBAS

For use with slim depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 218mm
460(w) x 150(h) x 370mm(d)

M2SCBAS46

Slim depth semi-
countertop basin

Slim depth semi-
countertop basin

Semi-countertop basin

For use with standard depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 240mm
560(w) x 155(h) x 460mm(d)

M3SCBAS

540(w) x 850(h) x 440mm(d)

Basin DPB54

Pedestal DPED

Basin & pedestal

Close coupled WC  
& seat

Back to wall WC & seat

Suitable for use with Minerva 
or Juno seat
370(w) x 410(h) x 515mm(d)

WC MBWPAN

Minerva Seat 
(as shown)

MSCTS

Juno Seat 8703WSC

4.5/2.8L cistern - adjustable to 6/4L 
Suitable for use with Minerva or Juno 
seat. Bottom inlet, dual flush fittings 
supplied 
370(w) x 822(h) x 655mm(d)

WC MCCPAN

Cistern MCCTNK

Juno Seat 
(as shown)

8703WSC

Minerva Seat MSCTS

Comfort height back to 
wall WC & seat

For use with comfort height cistern 
TR9008 in furniture installation. Suitable 
for use with Minerva or Juno seat
370(w) x 460(h) x 530mm(d)

WC MBWCHP

Minerva Seat 
(as shown)

MSCTS

Juno Seat 8703WSC

MINERVA

HARROW
Semi-countertop basin 
1 tap hole

For use with standard depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 270mm
550(w) x 195(h) x 435mm(d)

H3SCBAS1

Semi-countertop basin 
2 tap hole

For use with standard depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 270mm, with 
chain stay hole   
550(w) x 195(h) x 435mm(d)

H3SCBAS2

Back to wall WC & gloss 
white wooden seat

Suitable for use with the seat shown or 
the Minerva thermoset quick release seat
385(w) x 410(h) x 520mm(d)

HBWPAN

HSCTSW

Minerva Seat MSCTS

ZEST

Close coupled fully 
enclosed WC & seat

500mm wall hung WC 
& seat

350(w) x 280(h) x 500mm(d)

WC ZWHPAN50

Seat ZSCTS50

6/3L cistern
WC height 420mm, bottom inlet,  
dual flush fittings included 
350(w) x 930(h) x 655mm(d)

WC ZCCPAN65

Cistern ZCCTNK

Seat ZSCTS50

500mm basin450mm corner basinSlim depth  
semi-countertop basin

Semi-countertop basin

500mm back to wall WC 
& seat

Wall mounted or countertop basin
600(w) x 140(h) x 480mm(d)

Z60SB

Wall mounted or countertop basin
700(w) x 140(h) x 480mm(d)

Z70SB

Wall mounted basin
630(w) x 140(h) x 450mm(d) 
Corner to front 460mm

Z45CB

350(w) x 420(h) x 450mm(d)

WC ZBWPAN45

Seat ZSCTS45

350(w) x 420(h) x 500mm(d)

WC ZBWPAN50

Seat ZSCTS50

Wall mounted or countertop basin
500(w) x 140(h) x 480mm(d)

Z50SB

450mm back to wall WC 
& Seat

700mm basin600mm basin

For use with slim depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 210mm
435(w) x 160(h) x 350mm(d)

Z2SCBAS

For use with standard depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 250mm 
500(w) x 166(h) x 429mm(d)

Z3SCBAS

Semi-countertop basin Semi-countertop basin

GEO

For use with standard depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 255mm
500(w) x 105(h) x 405mm(d)

G3SCBAS50

Close coupled fully 
enclosed WC & seat

Back to wall WC & seat

6/4L cistern 
Dual flush fittings supplied
340(w) x 810(h) x 655mm(d)

WC GCCPAN

Cistern GCCTNK

Seat GSCTS

340(w) x 415(h) x 505mm(d)

WC GBWPAN

Seat GSCTS

Close coupled WC  
& seat

6/4L cistern. Dual flush fittings 
supplied, 130mm side void
340(w) x 810(h) x 655mm(d)

WC GCCPAN2

Cistern GCCTNK

Seat GSCTS

For use with standard depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 320mm
515(w) x 160(h) x 430mm(d)

G3SCBAS

Slim depth  
Semi-countertop basin

For use with slim depth furniture
Minimum furniture depth 218mm
540(w) x 160(h) x 300mm(d)

G2SCBAS
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WALL HUNG WC FRAMES & CONCEALED CISTERNS

1.17m wall hung WC frame 1.0m wall hung WC frame 

Comfort height cisternIn-Wall cistern

6/3 litres
600(w) x 745 max(h) x 138 -194mm(d)

Cistern TR9009

Ideal for tiled in applications. All parts 
serviceable through flush plate aperture.

Internal isolation valve, 150mm height 
adjustment. Top or front flush plate 
mounting. 1/2 BSP. Requires flush  
plate/button, or contactless sensor 
(available separately).

6/3 litres
437(w) x 324(h) x 165mm(d)

With chrome 
flush button

TR9008

Developed specifically to allow comfort 
height back to wall pans to be used in 
820mm high furniture. 

Bottom entry inlet valve. Top or front 
flush plate mounting. 1/2 BSP PS 
insulation jacket. Pneumatic flush valve.

6/3 litres
434(w) x 365(h) x 140mm(d)

With chrome 
flush button

TR9001

Bottom entry inlet valve. Top or front 
flush plate mounting. 1/2 BSP PS 
insulation jacket. Pneumatic flush valve.

6/3 litres
434(w) x 365(h) x 140mm(d)

With chrome 
flush button

TR9002

Side entry bottom entry inlet valve. Top 
or front flush plate mounting. 1/2 BSP PS 
insulation jacket. Pneumatic flush valve.

Cascade concealed dual flush 
cistern side inlet

Torrent concealed dual flush 
cistern bottom inlet

0.4m WC/bidet frame0.82m wall hung WC frame 

6/3 litres
500(w) x 1168(h) x 140 - 200mm(d)

1.17m frame TR9006

Use for in-wall applications, includes 
fittings, requires flush plate/button,  
or contactless sensor (available 
separately). 200mm height adjustment. 

400(w) x 400(h) x 170 - 335mm(d)

0.4m frame TR9018

Compact half height WC frame suitable 
for use in narrow back to wall units 
including 500mm wide. For use with 
Torrent, Cascade or comfort height  
cisterns. Can also be used for bidets. 
200mm height adjustment. 

6/3 litres
500(w) x 820(h) x 167 - 215mm(d)

0.82m frame TR9005

Furniture 
Adaptor Kit

TR9007

Can be used with 600mm and wider 
furniture WC units. Use with Furniture 
Adaptor Kit, requires flush plate/button, or 
contactless sensor (available separately). 
200mm height adjustment. 

Ideal for boxed in applications, especially 
under windows. Requires flush plate/
button, or contactless sensor (available 
separately). 200mm height adjustment. 

6/3 litres
500(w) x 1000(h) x 167 - 215mm(d)

1.0m frame TR9015

Use with concealed cisterns

Sensor kit TR9014

Plaza dual flush push plate

210(w) x 137mm(h)

Chrome TR9010

210(w) x 137mm(h)

White TR9011

Plaza dual flush push plate

210(w) x 137mm(h)

Chrome TR9012

Rondo dual flush push plate

210(w) x 137mm(h)

White TR9013

Rondo dual flush push plate

210(w) x 142mm(h)

Chrome TR9004

Ellipse dual flush push plate

72(w) x 72mm(h)

Chrome TR9003

Square dual flush button

210(w) x 137mm(h)

Chrome TR9017

Traditional flush push plate

FLUSH PLATES

The contactless flush sensor kit is compatible with pneumatic 
concealed cisterns from Roper Rhodes, and is best used within 
furniture. It provides a touchless flush, with just a wave of a hand.

The Sensor works using capacitive sensor technology to detect 
a change in the electromagnetic field. A short wave of the hand 
in front of the sensor activates the reduced flush, whilst holding 
your hand up slightly longer triggers a full flush. It is powered 
by 4 AA batteries which will last around a year under normal 
domestic conditions. 

The sensor can be mounted behind a back to wall WC unit 
fascia, or under a worktop or tiled wall near the cistern. A discreet 
black decal is included to indicate sensor location if desired. 

210(w) x 137mm(h)

Black TR9016

*Available Spring 2018

SENSOR FLUSHING

Go for an ultra-contemporary option with our sleek, black  
glass-fronted sensor dual flush plate. The lightest touch on the 
plate is all that is required to initiate the flush, and the plate lights 
up to indicate activation. 

The sensor plate is best for use on Roper Rhodes wall hung 
WC frames or the in-wall concealed cistern, and requires 4 AA 
batteries which will last around a year under normal domestic 
conditions. The plate allows easy access to change the batteries 
when required and has a manual override. 

Sensor Dual Flush Plate

143142

Whether you need a 
contemporary or traditional 
look, we have flush plates to 
suit. Compatible for use with 
our wall hung frames or as an 
optional upgrade for cisterns. 
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Go with the flow & add the perfect 
finishing touch to your bathroom with a 
Roper Rhodes tap. From designs which 
make a real style statement to those with 
a more minimal look there is something to 
suit every basin. 

When it comes to showering go for one of 
our popular ready-to-go shower systems or 
create your own bespoke shower experience. 
Select a thermostatic shower valve & your 
choice of fixed head & handset. You could 
even use it to control the flow to your bath 
too, filling it at the perfect temperature.

JOE STEPHENS
Product Designer

Taps & 
showers
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Our tap collection covers all bases from contemporary statement basin 
mixers which make a real impact, to something to suit the bathroom 
with a more period feel. Many ranges include a manual mixer valve, 
which when used with a bath filler or spout is the modern way to fill your 
bath. Coordinating shower systems or thermostatic valves will keep your 
bathroom design cohesive. 

Roper Rhodes leads the way with technological innovation 
and engineering advances. Most taps are designed for the low 
pressure systems often found in UK households, all contain 
top quality components and are tested to the most stringent 
standards. 

There are many features to choose from, use the icons to help 
you choose the right one for you.  

TAPS TAP FEATURES

LOW PRESSURE 1 

Suitable for all plumbing 
systems including 
conventional gravity fed 
ones with a minimum 
0.1bar pressure* and 
above.

LOW PRESSURE 2 

Suitable for all plumbing 
systems including 
conventional gravity fed 
ones with a minimum 
0.2bar pressure* and 
above.

MEDIUM PRESSURE

Suitable for all plumbing 
systems including 
conventional gravity fed 
or modern pressurised 
ones with a minimum 
0.5bar pressure* and 
above.

HIGH PRESSURE

Require a minimum 
pressure of 1.0bar or 
above and are more 
suitable for modern 
pressurised plumbing 
systems.

LEVER ACTION

The single lever action 
makes it extremely easy 
and practical to use.

SWIVEL AERATOR 

Allows the position of 
the running water to be 
moved

SWIVEL SPOUT

Allows spout to be 
moved from side to side.

CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY 

A smooth, easy to use 
action giving accurate 
flow control. 

QUARTER TURN CERAMIC 
TECHNOLOGY 

Quarter turn taps only 
require a 90° turn of the 
handle to move from 
fully open to closed.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

Designed to control the 
temperature of mixed 
water by restricting 
handle movement to 
avoid risk of scalding.

FLOW RATE ADJUSTMENT

A water saving feature 
allowing flow rates to 
be adjusted, allowing 
the maximum flow to be 
reduced by up to 25%.

UNDER SPOUT DIVERTER

Located underneath the 
spout, turn to divert the 
water flow to use the 
shower or fill the bath. 
Easier to clean.

*Bar pressure is a unit of measurement for pressure. 0.1 bar is equal to a metre head of water. In plumbing terms this means that
for a gravity fed system, if the base height of your water tank is 1m above a tap, then you will have 0.1bar of pressure at the tap.

TAPS &
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FURTHER TECHNICAL INFORMATION

For further technical information on all Roper Rhodes taps, including fitting instructions, aftercare documents 
and additional features and benefits, please visit roperrhodes.co.uk

TEN YEAR GUARANTEE

All taps come with a ten 
year guarantee.

EC0 1

Compatible with our 
optional water and 
energy saving shower 
flow regulators.

EC0 2 

Compatible with our 
optional water and 
energy saving basin tap 
flow regulators.

EC0 3 

Compatible with our 
optional water and 
energy saving basin 
mixer flow regulators.
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TAP RANGE SELECTOR

 

Aim 

(page 150)
● ● ● ●

Veer 

(page 152)
● ● ●

Verse 

(page 154)
● ●

Scope

(page 156)
● ●

Poise

(page 158)
● ●

Elate

(page 160)
● ● ● ●

Vigour

(page 162)
● ●

Sign

(page 164)
● ● ● ● ● ●

Image

(page 166)
● ● ● ●

Code

(page 168)
● ● ● ● ● ●

Sync

(page 170)
● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Hydra

(page 172)
● ● ● ● ● ●

Factor

(page 174)
● ● ● ● ●

Insight

(page 176)
● ● ● ● ●

Stream

(page 178)
● ● ● ● ●

Storm

(pages 180-183)
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Henley

(page 184)
● ● ● ● ●

Wessex

(page 186)
● ● ● ●

Taps

Basin 
Mixer

Mini 
basin 
mixer

Tall basin 
mixer

Basin 
taps 
(pair)

Wall 
mounted 

basin 
mixer

Mono 
bath filler

Bath filler Bath taps 
(pair)

Bath 
shower 

mixer with 
handset

Freestanding 
bath filler

Manual 
mixer 
valve

Thermo-
static 

shower 
valve
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Small but perfectly formed, there is a mini mixer option to suit all 
cloakrooms & en suites. A wide choice of designs suit both low & high 
pressure applications.

CLOAKROOM BASIN MIXERS

Sign open spout mini basin mixer 
with click waste
47(w) x 155(h) x 140mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T176102

Image mini basin mixer  
with click waste
46(w) x 155(h) x 145mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T186102

Code mini basin mixer with  
click waste
46(w) x 155(h) x 150mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T196102

Sync mini basin mixer with  
click waste
45(w) x 148(h) x 145mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T206102

Hydra mini basin mixer with  
click waste
45(w) x 148(h) x 145mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T156102

Factor mini basin mixer with  
click waste
42(w) x 125(h) x 127mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T136102

Insight mini basin mixer with  
click waste
42(w) x 127(h) x 135mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T996002

Insight mini basin mixer without  
click waste
42(w) x 127(h) x 135mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T996202

Stream mini basin mixer with click 
waste
45(w) x 130(h) x 123mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T776002

Stream mini basin mixer without  
click waste
45(w) x 130(h) x 123mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T776202

Storm mini basin mixer  
with click waste
53(w) x 127(h) x 125mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T226002

Aim mini basin mixer with click waste 

47(w) x 144(h) x 133mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T296102
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Basin mixer with click waste
47(w) x 152(h) x 145mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T291102

Mini basin mixer with click waste
47(w) x 144(h) x 133mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T296102

Bath filler
225(w) x 155(h) x 145mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T293202

Bath shower mixer
225(w) x 155(h) x 148mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T294202
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Basin mixer with click waste
Features a swivel spout 
139(w) x 166(h) x 145mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T301102

Bath filler
225(w) x 183(h) x 157mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T303202

Bath shower mixer
225(w) x 183(h) x 157mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T304202
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Bath filler
235(w) x 135(h) x 165mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T273202

Basin mixer with click waste
128(w) x 145(h) x 155mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T271102
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SCOPE

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T281702

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T281802

Open spout basin mixer with click waste
99(w) x 189(h) x 133mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T281102
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POISE

Basin mixer with click waste
80(w) x 175(h) x 180mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T231102

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T231702

Round smartflow bath filler
70mm(dia) 
Chrome finish

SVACS02

Round bath mounted shower kit
Handset - 23(dia) x 200mm(h) base plate - 52mm(dia) 
Chrome finish

T221505

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T231802
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Basin mixer with click waste
53(w) x 150(h) x 175mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T241102

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T241702

Square smartflow bath filler
70(h) x 70mm(w) 
Chrome finish

SVACS07

Square bath mounted shower kit
Handset - 25(w) x 200mm(h) base plate - 50(w) x 50mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T131502

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T241802

Bath filler
230(w) x 130(h) x 165mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T243202

Bath shower mixer
230(w) x 130(h) x 165mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T244202
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VIGOUR

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T251702

Basin mixer with click waste
45(w) x 145(h) x 165mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T251102

Round smartflow bath filler
70mm(dia) 
Chrome finish

SVACS02

Round bath mounted shower kit
Handset - 23(dia) x 200mm(h) base plate - 52mm(dia) 
Chrome finish

T221505

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T251802
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SIGN

Open spout basin mixer with click waste
55(w) x 175(h) x 150mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T171102

Open spout mini basin mixer with click waste
47(w) x 155(h) x 140mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T176102

Tall basin mixer with click waste
55(w) x 311(h) x 160mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T175002

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T171702

Wall mounted spout
100(w) x 50(h) x 150mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T171402

Square bath mounted shower kit
Handset - 25(w) x 200mm(h) base plate - 50(w) x 50mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T131502

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T171802

Bath filler
230(w) x 150(h) x 156mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T173202

Bath shower mixer
230(w) x 150(h) x 150mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T174202
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IMAGE

Basin mixer with click waste
50(w) x 160(h) x 160mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T181102

Mini basin mixer with click waste
46(w) x 155(h) x 145mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T186102

Wall mounted basin mixer
200(w) x 124(h) x 196mm(d) 
Waste not included 
Chrome finish

T181902

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T181702

Wall mounted spout
42(w) x 42(h) x 190mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T201402

Round bath mounted shower kit
Handset - 23(dia) x 200mm(h) base plate - 52mm(dia) 
Chrome finish

T221505

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T181802
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CODE

Basin mixer with click waste
50(w) x 162(h) x 170mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T191102

Mini basin mixer with click waste
46(w) x 155(h) x 150mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T196102

Wall mounted basin mixer
200(w) x 124(h) x 196mm(d) 
waste not included 
Chrome finish

T191902

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T191702

Wall mounted spout
42(w) x 42(h) x 190mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T201402

Round bath mounted shower kit
Handset - 23(dia) x 200mm(h) base plate - 52mm(dia) 
Chrome finish

T221505

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T191802

Bath filler
230(w) x 130(h) x 170mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T193202

Bath shower mixer 
230(w) x 130(h) x 170mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T194202
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SYNC

Basin mixer with click waste
52(w) x 150(h) x 155mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T201102

Mini basin mixer with click waste
45(w) x 148(h) x 145mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T206102

Tall basin mixer with click waste
52(w) x 321(h) x 188mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T205002

Wall mounted basin mixer
200(w) x 124(h) x 196mm(d) 
waste not included 
Chrome finish

T201902

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T201702

Wall mounted spout
42(w) x 42(h) x 190mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T201402

Square bath mounted shower kit
Handset - 25(w) x 200mm(h) base plate -  
50(w) x 50mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T131502

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T201802

Deck mounted bath filler
230(w) x 130(h) x 160mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T203202

Deck mounted bath / shower mixer 
230(w) x 130(h) x 160mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T204202
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HYDRA

Basin mixer with click waste
50(w) x 157(h) x 158mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T151102

COORDINATING THERMOSTATIC 
VALVES & SHOWER SYSTEMS 
See page 200

Bath filler
225(w) x 121(h) x 160mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T153202

Bath shower mixer with handset
225(w) x 121(h) x 160mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T154202

Mini basin mixer with click waste
45(w) x 122(h) x 143mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T156102

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T151702

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T151802
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FACTOR

Basin mixer with click waste
46(w) x 160(h) x 151mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T131102

COORDINATING THERMOSTATIC 
VALVES & SHOWER SYSTEMS 
See page 202

Bath filler
215(w) x 125(h) x 143mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T133202

Mini basin mixer with click waste
42(w) x 125(h) x 127mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T136102

Bath shower mixer with handset
215(w) x 125(h) x 143mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T134202
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INSIGHT

Bath filler
230(w) x 122(h) x 150mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T993002

Mini basin mixer with click waste
42(w) x 127(h) x 135mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T996002

Mini basin mixer without click waste
42(w) x 127(h) x 135mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T996202

Bath shower mixer with handset
230(w) x 122(h) x 150mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T994002

COORDINATING THERMOSTATIC 
VALVES & SHOWER SYSTEMS 
See page 206

Basin mixer with click waste
50(w) x 157(h) x 140mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T991002

Basin mixer without click waste
50(w) x 157(h) x 140mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T991202
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STREAM

COORDINATING THERMOSTATIC 
VALVES & SHOWER SYSTEMS 
See page 208

Mini basin mixer with click waste
45(w) x 130(h) x 123mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T776002

Mini basin mixer without click waste
45(w) x 130(h) x 123mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T776202

Bath filler
230(w) x 113(h) x 155mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T773002

Bath shower mixer with handset
230(w) x 113(h) x 155mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T774002

Basin mixer with click waste
50(w) x 158(h) x 144mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T771002

Basin mixer without click waste
50(w) x 158(h) x 144mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T771202
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STORM

Tall basin mixer with click waste
58(w) x 335(h) x 149mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T225002

Mini basin mixer with click waste
53(w) x 127(h) x 125mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T226002

Basin taps (pair)
50(w) x 98(h) x 120mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T227002

Side action basin mixer with click waste
115(w) x 265(h) x 160mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T221602

Bidet mixer with pop up waste
58(w) x 155(h) x 149mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T222002

Basin mixer with click waste
58(w) x 155h) x 149mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T221002

Bath filler
260(w) x 104(h) x 160mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T223202

Bath shower mixer with handset
260(w) x 104(h) x 160mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T224202
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STORM

Manual mixer valve
132(w) x 192mm(h)  
Chrome finish

T221702

Round smartflow bath filler
70mm(dia) 
Chrome finish

SVACS02

Round bath mounted shower kit
Handset - 23(dia) x 200mm(h) Base plate - 52mm(dia) 
Chrome finish

T221505

Manual mixer valve with diverter
132(w) x 192mm(h) 
Chrome finish

T221802

Freestanding bath shower mixer
205(w) x 1170(h) x 280mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T221902
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COORDINATING THERMOSTATIC 
VALVES & SHOWER SYSTEMS 
See page 210
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HENLEY

Basin mixer with pop up waste
224(w) x 117(h) x 167mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T261102

COORDINATING THERMOSTATIC 
SHOWER SYSTEMS 
See page 214

Bath taps (pair)
55(w) x 147(h) x 125mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T268002

Basin taps (pair)
48(w) x 127(h) x 123mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T267002

Bath filler
207(w) x 188(h) x 249mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T263202

Bath shower mixer with handset
207(w) x 372(h) x 249mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T264202

Stand pipes
87(w) x 680mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T262102

Stand pipes with handset holder
87(w) x 680mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T262202

STAND PIPES
For a more period look we have also 
introduced stand pipe shrouds which 
work with all Henley bath filler options to 
complement freestanding baths.
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WESSEX

Basin mixer with click waste
218(w) x 275(h) x 180mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T661002

Bath shower mixer with handset
250(w) x 254(h) x 194mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T664202

Bath filler
250(w) x 254(h) x 194mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T663202

COORDINATING THERMOSTATIC 
SHOWER VALVES 
See page 217

Stand pipes
87(w) x 680mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T262102

Stand pipes with handset holder
87(w) x 680mm(d) 
Chrome finish

T262202

STAND PIPES
For a more period look we have also 
introduced stand pipe shrouds which 
work with all Wessex bath filler options to 
complement freestanding baths.
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WASTES & TRAPS
Unslotted wastes are for use where no integral overflow is 
required in the wash basin.

FLIP WASTE SLOTTED 
75MM BODY 
Chrome  
WASTE2 

SPRING WASTE  
SLOTTED 100MM BODY 
Chrome  
WASTE9 

SPRING WASTE 
UNSLOTTED 75MM BODY 
Chrome  
WASTE6 

SPRING WASTE 
SLOTTED 75MM BODY 
Chrome  
WASTE7 

OPEN WASTE  
75MM BODY
Chrome  
WASTE4 

DOME TOP SPRING 
WASTE SLOTTED 
75MM BODY
Chrome  
WASTE10 

670mm length

Chrome 
WASTE20 

1020mm length 

Chrome 
WASTE30 

670mm length

Chrome 
WASTE21 

45mm height  
adjustment range

Chrome 
TRAP2 

120mm height 
adjustment range

Chrome 
TRAP6 

White 
TRAP10 

Pop up cable 
bath waste

Pop up click 
bath waste

Standard 
bottle trap

Adjustable 
bottle trap

Low profile 
trap
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TAP & SHOWER FLOW REGULATORS
Our range of optional regulators and aerators are an easy, cost 
effective way to help save water in the bathroom. These add-on 
products can be used with selected Roper Rhodes showers and taps 
to reduce your water consumption and so help save money too.

•  Mount between the valve and hose for shower valves 
with handsets or on your bath shower mixer

•  Mount between head and arm on your fixed showerhead
•  Please note: we do not recommend the use of 

regulators with bath taps or fillers as you will want your 
bath to fill as quickly as possible

FR01 FR02 FR03

6 LITRES/MIN SHOWER 
FLOW REGULATOR

8 LITRES/MIN SHOWER 
FLOW REGULATOR

10 LITRES/MIN SHOWER 
FLOW REGULATOR

ECO1 SHOWER FLOW REGULATOR
Suitable for showers and bath shower mixers displaying

ECO2 BASIN TAP FLOW REGULATOR
Suitable for pairs of taps displaying

•  Install into the inlet of the tap
•  One required for each tap, therefore please 

purchase in pairs
• Available in a range of flow ratings

Recommended for 
commercial use only 

FR07

Recommended for 
commercial use only 

FR08

Recommended for 
household use only 

FR09

3 LITRES/MIN BASIN TAP 
FLOW REGULATOR

5 LITRES/MIN BASIN TAP 
FLOW REGULATOR

7 LITRES/MIN BASIN TAP 
FLOW REGULATOR

ECO3 BASIN MIXER TAP FLOW AERATOR
Suitable for taps displaying

Recommended for  
household or 
commercial use 

FR05

•  Produces aerated water flow
•  Simple to install into the aerator housing

of a basin mixer
•  Available in a range of flow ratings

1.7 LITRES/MIN BASIN 
MIXER FLOW AERATOR

3.5 LITRES/MIN BASIN 
MIXER FLOW AERATOR

5 LITRES / MIN BASIN 
MIXER FLOW AERATOR

FR04

Recommended for 
commercial use only

FR06

Recommended for 
household use only
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BATH FILLER OPTIONS
If you want to go for a contemporary look and like the idea of 
keeping the rim of your bath clean and clear then you could 
opt to fill your bath using a manual mixer valve

There are lots of designs which complement our 
basin mixers, so choose one to use in combination 
with a wall mounted bath spout or Smartflow bath 
filler. A diverter mixer valve will give the additional 
option of having a bath mounted shower handset, 
great for rinsing hair or cleaning the bath.

191

Wall mounted spout
Chrome finish

T201402

Sign wall mmounted spout
Chrome finish

T171402

Round bath mounted shower kit
Chrome finish

T221505

Square bath mounted shower kit
Chrome finish

T131502

WALL MOUNTED BATH SPOUTS

BATH MOUNTED SHOWER KITS

SMARTFLOW BATH FILLERS
Mounted on the inside of the bath, the Smartflow acts as a combined filler and overflow and 
comes with a click waste. It can be used with a manual mixer valve as a simple bath filler, or 
connect it to a diverter valve to control both bath and shower outlets.

Smartflow bath filler (round) 
Chrome finish

SVACS02

Smartflow bath filler (square) 
Chrome finish

SVACS07

TAPS &
 SHOW

ERS
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Our shower collection covers everything that you could be looking for. Either 
keep life simple & go a complete, ready to install shower system or choose 
a thermostatic valve & build your own bespoke shower experience. Choose 
your shower components from a wide choice of styles from ceiling mounted 
fixed shower heads to slider rails and handsets, then maybe even add a bath 
filling solution too.

For those who like to keep their bathroom design streamlined, many shower 
systems and valves have coordinating basin mixers.

Our showers not only look great, they are 
designed with safety in mind and built to the 
highest quality standards. There are added 
features too, such as Air-drive handsets which 
create a water-saving aerated bubble spray 
whilst enhancing your shower experience. 
Look out for the features below.

SHOWERS SHOWERS FEATURES

TMV2 - THE SAFE CHOICE

TMV stands for thermostatic valves which are a 
safeguard against accidental scalding. You can be 
assured that your Roper Rhodes valve has been 
engineered to the highest manufacturing standards 
and certified by the TMV2 scheme for domestic 
showers or tested to an equivalent standard.

WRAS 

Relevant products have been tested rigorously by the 
WRC (Water Regulatory Council) and comply with the 
Water Regulations Advisory Scheme. The extensive 
approvals process ensures that all our showers use 
safe, mechanically tested materials.

ECO 1

Showers and accessories with this symbol are 
compatible with our optional water and energy saving 
shower flow regulators. See page 189 for further  
details.

AIR-DRIVE 

Air-drive handsets create an aerated bubble spray 
which uses less water without compromising your 
shower experience.

LED

Our LED fixed shower head features water temperature 
indicators that create a light effect. Powered by kinetic 
energy generated from the running water, there’s no 
need for complicated electrical wiring. 

TEN YEAR GUARANTEE

Such is our confidence in the quality of our shower 
valves we offer a 10 year guarantee.

TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION
For further technical information on all Roper Rhodes 
shower products, including fitting instructions, 
aftercare documents and additional features and 
benefits, visit roperrhodes.co.uk
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EVENT 

Event round single function shower system

• Single function thermostatic shower valve
• Wave adjustable riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & valve cover plate

Minimum pressure 0.1bar

SVSET20

Event round dual function shower system
with stainless steel fixed shower head

• Dual function thermostatic diverter shower valve
• 460mm length adjustable fixed arm
• 250mm stainless steel shower head
• Wave adjustable riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & valve cover plate

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET42

Event round dual function shower system
with bath filler

• Dual function thermostatic diverter shower valve
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose
• Wall elbow & valve cover plate 
• Smartflow bath filler

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET21

Event round dual function shower system
with fixed shower head

• Dual function thermostatic diverter shower valve
• 460mm length adjustable fixed arm
• 220mm single function shower head 
• Wave adjustable riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & valve cover plate

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET01

Event round triple function shower system

• Triple function thermostatic diverter shower valve
• 460mm length adjustable fixed arm
• 220mm single function shower head 
• Wave adjustable riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & valve cover plate
• Smartflow bath filler

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET22

SHOWER VALVES 
All Roper Rhodes concealed shower valves have  
been designed so they can be mounted horizontally  
or vertically, to suit your bathroom.

Event is our go-to shower range. Great value for money & with  
so many shower system options. Each comes in choice of either 
round or square design, depending on which best suits your 
bathroom style. 

Event round dual 
function shower system 
with stainless steel fixed 
shower head

SVSET42
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EVENT 

Event round dual function diverter shower system

• Thermostatic diverter shower valve 
• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Height adjustable rigid riser rail
• 220mm shower head 
• Air-drive single function shower handset
• Easy clean PVC shower hose

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET30

Event square dual function shower system
with fixed shower head

• Dual function thermostatic diverter shower valve
• 415mm fixed arm
• 200mm shower head
• Brass riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & valve cover plate 

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET17

Event square triple function shower system

• Triple function thermostatic diverter shower valve
• 415mm fixed arm
• 200mm shower head
• Brass riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & valve cover plate 
• Smartflow bath filler

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET19

Event square dual function shower system
with bath filler

• Dual function thermostatic diverter shower valve
• Brass riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & valve cover plate
• Smartflow bath filler

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET18

Event square dual function diverter shower system

• Thermostatic diverter shower valve 
• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Height adjustable rigid riser rail
• 220mm shower head 
•  Air-drive single function shower handset
• Easy clean PVC shower hose

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET31

Event round single function shower system

• Thermostatic shower valve
• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Riser rail
• Air-drive 5 function shower handset
• Easy clean PVC shower hose

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET32

Event square single function shower system

• Single function thermostatic shower valve
• Brass riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & valve cover plate

Minimum pressure 0.1bar

SVSET16

Event square dual function shower system
with stainless steel fixed shower head

• Dual function thermostatic diverter shower valve
• 415mm fixed arm
• 250mm stainless steel shower head
• Brass riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & valve cover plate

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET41

Thermostatic round single function valve

120(w) x 215(h) x 136mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar

SV1404

Thermostatic round dual function diverter valve

120(w) x 215(h) x 136mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.3bar

SV1406

Thermostatic round triple function diverter valve

120(w) x 280(h) x 136mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SV1409

• Easy to use separate flow and temperature control
•  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail
• Precise thermostatic control
• Resistance to limescale build up
• Chrome plated brass cover plate

THERMOSTATIC VALVE FEATURES
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Thermostatic square single function valve

120(w) x 215(h) x 136mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar

SV2104

Thermostatic square dual function diverter valve

120(w) x 215(h) x 136mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.3bar

SV2106

Thermostatic square triple function diverter valve

120(w) x 280(h) x 136mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SV2109

SHOWER VALVES 
All Roper Rhodes concealed shower valves 
have been designed so they can be mounted 
horizontally or vertically, to suit your bathroom.

Event square dual 
function shower system 
with stainless steel fixed 

shower head

SVSET41

• Easy to use separate flow and temperature control
•  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail
• Precise thermostatic control
• Resistance to limescale build up
• Chrome plated brass cover plate

THERMOSTATIC VALVE FEATURES

EVENT 
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HYDRA

Hydra dual function shower system

• Dual function thermostatic shower valve 
• 415mm fixed arm
• 250mm stainless steel shower head 
• Brass riser rail 
•  Air-drive single function shower handset 
• Easy clean PVC shower hose 
• Brass wall elbow & valve cover plate

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET47

Thermostatic single function valve

120(w) x 210(h) x 140mm(d) 
Chrome finish 

Minimum pressure 0.1bar

SV1504

Thermostatic dual function valve

120(w) x 280(h) x 140mm(d)
Chrome finish 

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SV1505

Hydra dual function 
shower system

SVSET47

SHOWER VALVES 
All Roper Rhodes concealed shower valves 
have been designed so they can be mounted 
horizontally or vertically, to suit your bathroom.

• Easy to use separate flow and temperature control
•  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail
• Precise thermostatic control
• Resistance to limescale build up
• Chrome plated brass cover plate

THERMOSTATIC VALVE FEATURES
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Factor dual function shower system

• Dual function thermostatic shower valve 
• 300mm stainless steel ceiling mounted shower head
• Rectangular brass riser rail
•  Air-drive single function shower handset 
• Easy clean PVC shower hose 
• Brass wall elbow & valve coverplate

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET44

FACTOR

Factor dual function 
shower system

SVSET44

Factor single function shower system

• Thermostatic shower valve
• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Brass riser rail
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose

Minimum pressure 0.2bar

SVSET09

Factor dual function shower system

• Thermostatic shower valve 
• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Height adjustable rigid riser rail with diverter
• 200mm stainless steel shower head 
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET07

Factor dual function shower system

• Thermostatic shower valve
• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Height adjustable rigid riser rail with diverter
• 250mm shower head
•  Air-drive single function shower handset 
• Easy clean PVC shower hose

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET40

Factor dual function shower system with  
accessory shelf

•  Thermostatic shower valve featuring a useful brass 
accessory shelf for your bathroom products

• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Height adjustable rigid riser rail with diverter
• 250mm shower head
•  Air-drive single function shower handset 
• Easy clean PVC shower hose

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET36
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Thermostatic single function valve

120(w) x 210(h) x 140mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar.

 SV1304

Top outlet bar valve

265(w) x 40(h) x 106mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar
When used with rigid riser rail minimum  
pressure 1.0bar  

Supplied with surface mounted fixing kit for quick and 
easy installation. Use with rigid riser rail for control of 
two shower accessories.

SV1307

Bottom outlet bar valve

265(w) x 40(h) x 106mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar

Supplied with surface mounted fixing kit for quick and 
easy installation. 

SV1308

Thermostatic dual function valve

120(w) x 280(h) x 140mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SV1305

SHOWER VALVES 
All Roper Rhodes concealed shower valves 
have been designed so they can be mounted 
horizontally or vertically, to suit your bathroom.

• Easy to use separate flow and temperature control
•  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail
• Precise thermostatic control
• Resistance to limescale build up
• Chrome plated brass cover plate / construction

THERMOSTATIC VALVE FEATURES

COORDINATING TAPS
See page 175

FACTOR
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INSIGHT

Insight dual function shower system

• Dual function thermostatic shower valve
• 460mm length adjustable fixed arm
• 250mm stainless steel shower head 
• Riser rail 
• Air-drive 5 function shower handset
• Easy clean PVC shower hose 
• Brass wall elbow & valve cover plate 
• Minimum pressure 1.0bar

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET45

Insight dual function 
shower system

SVSET45

Thermostatic single function valve

120(w) x 210(h) x 136mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar

SV9904

Thermostatic dual function valve

120(w) x 280(h) x 136mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SV9905

• Easy to use separate flow and temperature control
•  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail
• Precise thermostatic control
• Resistance to limescale build up
• Chrome plated brass cover plate

THERMOSTATIC VALVE FEATURES SHOWER VALVES 
All Roper Rhodes concealed shower valves 
have been designed so they can be mounted 
horizontally or vertically, to suit your bathroom.
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STREAM

Stream dual function shower system

• Dual function thermostatic shower valve 
• 460mm length adjustable fixed arm
• 250mm stainless steel shower head 
• Riser rail 
• Air-drive 5 function shower handset (see page 209)
• Easy clean PVC shower hose 
• Brass wall elbow & valve cover plate 

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET46

Stream dual function 
shower system

SVSET46

Thermostatic single function valve

120(w) x 210(h) x 133mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar

SV7704

Thermostatic dual function valve

120(w) x 280(h) x 133mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.5bar. 

SV7705

• Easy to use separate flow and temperature control
•  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail
• Precise thermostatic control
• Resistance to limescale build up
• Chrome plated brass cover plate 

THERMOSTATIC VALVE FEATURES SHOWER VALVES 
All Roper Rhodes concealed shower valves 
have been designed so they can be mounted 
horizontally or vertically, to suit your bathroom.
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Storm dual function concealed shower system

• Dual function thermostatic shower valve 
• 190mm Aerial solid brass shower head
• Air-drive 5 function shower handset (see page 209)
• Easy clean PVC shower hose
• Brass wall elbow, shower handset holder & valve

cover plate
• Shower handset holder

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET43

STORM

Storm dual function 
shower system

SVSET43

Storm single function shower system

• Thermostatic shower valve
• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Wave adjustable riser rail
• Round single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose

Minimum pressure 0.2bar

SVSET06

Storm dual function shower system with  
accessory shelf

•  Thermostatic shower valve featuring a useful brass 
accessory shelf for your bathroom products

• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Height adjustable rigid riser rail with diverter
• 220mm shower head
• Air-drive 5 function shower handset
• Easy clean PVC shower hose

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET37

Storm single function shower system with  
5 function handset

• Thermostatic shower valve
• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Sanctuary riser rail
• 5 function shower handset
• Brass shower hose

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET04

Storm dual function shower system

• Thermostatic shower valve 
• Surface mounted bar valve quick fixing kit
• Height adjustable rigid riser rail with diverter
• 220mm shower head 
• Single function shower handset
• Brass shower hose

Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVSET02
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Thermostatic single function valve

120(w) x 210(h) x 136mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar.

SV2204

Thermostatic top outlet bar valve

265(w) x 40(h) x 106mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar 

Supplied with surface mounted fixing kit for quick and 
easy installation. Use with rigid riser rail for control of 
two shower accessories.

SV2207

Thermostatic bottom outlet bar valve

265(w) x 40(h) x 106mm(d)
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.1bar

Supplied with surface mounted fixing kit for quick and 
easy installation.

SV2208

Thermostatic dual function valve

120(w) x 280(h) x 136mm(d) 
Chrome finish
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SV2205

• Easy to use separate flow and temperature control
•  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail
• Precise thermostatic control
• Resistance to limescale build up
• Chrome plated brass cover plate / construction

THERMOSTATIC VALVE FEATURES SHOWER VALVES 
All Roper Rhodes concealed shower valves 
have been designed so they can be mounted 
horizontally or vertically, to suit your bathroom.

COORDINATING TAPS
See page 180

STORM
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HENLEY

Henley dual function exposed shower system

• Thermostatic sequential shower valve 
•  Height adjustable rigid riser rail with separate flow 

control to shower head and handset
•  Overall system height 1237mm, rigid riser rail can be 

cut to height
• 200mm brass shower head 
• Single function brass shower handset
• Brass shower hose

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET50

If you are aiming for a more period look for your bathroom, 
selecting one of our traditional Henley shower systems will add 
just the right finishing touch. Packed full of features there is no 
compromise.

Henley single function 
exposed shower 
system

SVSET50

Henley dual function 
concealed diverter 

shower system

SVSET52

Henley single function exposed shower system

• Thermostatic sequential shower valve 
•  Height adjustable rigid riser rail with flow control to 

shower head 
•  Overall system height 1110mm, rigid riser rail 

can be cut to height
• 200mm shower head

Minimum pressure 0.3bar

SVSET51

Henley single function concealed shower system

• Single function thermostatic shower valve
• Brass 460mm length adjustable shower arm
• 200mm brass shower head
• Brass valve cover plate

Minimum pressure 0.3bar

SVSET53

Henley dual function concealed diverter shower 
system

• Dual function diverter thermostatic shower valve
• Brass 460mm length adjustable shower arm
• 200mm brass shower head
• Brass riser rail 
• Single function brass shower handset
• Brass shower hose, wall elbow & cover plate

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVSET52
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Wessex single function 
shower valve
SV6604
Shown with: 
Cascade shower head  
SVHEAD07  
Adjustable fixed arm  
SVARM01

Thermostatic single function valve

120(w) x 210(h) x 164mm(d) 
Chrome finish 

Minimum pressure 0.1bar

SV6604

Thermostatic dual function valve

120(w) x 280(h) x 164mm(d)
Chrome finish 

Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SV6605

• Easy to use separate flow and temperature control
•  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail
• Precise thermostatic control
• Resistance to limescale build up
• Chrome plated brass cover plate

THERMOSTATIC VALVE FEATURES

TAPS &
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COORDINATING TAPS
See page 186
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SPECIFY YOUR OWN SHOWER SYSTEM

Do you prefer a concealed or exposed 
shower valve? Exposed valves are 
generally easier to install, especially if you 
are installing on an outside wall or in an 
older property. 

If you have the luxury of designing 
your new bathroom from scratch or are 
installing in a newer property then you may 
prefer the more streamlined look achieved 
when using a concealed shower valve. 
Depending on your bathroom design, 
concealed valves have the added benefit 
of being able to be sited away from the 
shower head, so you can turn on the water 
without standing under the flow. 

For control of 2 shower components:

AVAILABLE SHOWER SYSTEM COMPONENTS

For control of 3 shower components:

2 Fixed shower head1 Shower handset  
& riser rail kit 5 Bath mounted  

shower kit4 Smartflow bath filler3 Wall mounted spout

For control of 1 shower component:

Temperature 
control 

If designing your shower system to meet your own specific needs & style is more 
your thing then use this guide to help select the right thermostatic valve for the 
job. Then browse the following few pages to select from the different shower system 
components available & build a system which is bespoke to you.

Single function concealed valve

Dual function concealed valve

Triple function concealed diverter valve

Single function exposed valve

Dual function concealed diverter valve Dual function exposed diverter valve 

 Water flows to 
single outlet

Water flows to 
single outlet

Diverts water to  
chosen outlet

Temperature 
control

Temperature 
control

Temperature 
control 

Temperature 
control 

Temperature 
control 

 Water flows to 
single outlet

Diverts water to 
chosen outlet

Diverts water to 
chosen outlet

 Water flows 
to additional 
single outlet

Do you want to control water flow to one 
shower system component, two or even 
three? This will dictate whether you need 
a single function, dual function or triple 
function shower valve. 

Multi-function valves can be used to 
control water flow to a bath mounted 
shower handset, great for rinsing hair 
or cleaning the bath. Alternatively use 
with a bath spout or Smartflow filler to fill 
your bath at the perfect consistent water 
temperature. Simply turn it on, run your 
bath then relax.

 Water flows 
to additional 
single outlet

See pages  204 - 210 to make your selection
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SHOWER HANDSET & RAIL KITS

Crest single function shower kit

Includes Wave riser rail (adjustable), shower hose and 
round single function handset. Excludes wall elbow.
Ideal for low pressure. Minimum pressure 0.2bar

SVKIT05

Dive 5 function shower kit

Includes Dive round riser rail, PVC easy clean metallic 
effect shower hose, Air-drive 5 function shower 
handset. Excludes wall elbow. Minimum  
pressure 0.5bar

SVKIT11

Tide single function shower kit

Includes square brass riser rail, shower hose and 
square single function handset. Excludes wall elbow. 
Ideal for low pressure. Minimum pressure 0.2bar

SVKIT07

Deck single function shower kit

Includes Deck rectangular brass riser rail, PVC easy  
clean metallic effect shower hose, Air-drive single 
function shower handset. Excludes wall elbow. 
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVKIT12

Drench single function shower kit

Includes square brass riser rail, shower hose and 
square single function handset. Excludes wall elbow. 
Ideal for low pressure. Minimum pressure 0.2bar

SVKIT08

Spa 5 function shower kit

Includes Sanctuary brass riser rail, shower hose and 
round 5 function handset. Excludes wall elbow. 
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVKIT03
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Short brass ceiling arm  
80mm(h)

SVARM06

Round 200mm shower head
polished stainless steel
200mm(dia)

SVHEAD11

FIXED SHOWER HEADS
TAPS &

 SHOW
ERS

Short brass ceiling arm  
80mm(h)

SVARM06

Round 250mm shower head
polished stainless steel
250mm(dia)

SVHEAD12

Round LED 220mm shower head
220mm(dia)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVHEAD19

Round 300mm ceiling mounted 
stainless steel shower head
300mm(dia)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVHEAD34

Square 300mm ceiling mounted 
stainless steel shower head
300(w) x 300mm(d)
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVHEAD33

Brass ceiling arm
340mm(h)

SVARM04

Cascade 180mm single function brass 
shower head
180mm(dia) 
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD07

Aerial 190mm single function brass 
shower head
85(h) x 190(w) x 500mm(d) 
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVHEAD32

Round 220mm shower head
220mm(dia)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD18

Square 200mm shower head
200(w) x 200mm(d)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD17

Square 250mm shower head 
polished stainless steel
250(w) x 250mm(d)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD15

Square 200mm shower head 
polished stainless steel
200(w) x 200mm(d)
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD14

Adjustable brass
fixed arm
75(h) x 460mm(d)

SVARM01

Square brass fixed arm
55(h) x 415mm(d)

SVARM05

Square brass fixed arm
55(h) x 415mm(d)

SVARM05

Square brass fixed arm
55(h) x 415mm(d)

SVARM05
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SHOWER HANDSETSBATH FILLERS & SHOWER HANDSETS

Round 5 function handset

100mm(dia) head
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD23

Smartflow bath filler (round) 
Chrome finish

SVACS02

Wall mounted spout
Chrome finish

T201402

Sign wall mounted spout
Chrome finish

T171402

Round bath shower mounted kit
Chrome finish

T221505

Square bath shower mounted kit
Chrome finish

T131502

Smartflow bath filler (square) 
Chrome finish

SVACS07

Square single function handset

80 x 80mm head
Minimum pressure 0.2bar

SVHEAD22

Round single function handset

100mm(dia) head
Minimum pressure 0.2bar

SVHEAD24

Air-drive square single function shower handset

80 x 95mm head
Minimum pressure 1.0bar

SVHEAD28

Air-drive round 5 function shower handset

110mm(dia) head
Minimum pressure 0.5bar

SVHEAD29

SMARTFLOW BATH FILLERS

With a Smartflow bath filler water runs into 
your bath through the filler rather than a 
traditional bath mixer tap. Mounted on the 
inside of the bath, the Smartflow acts as 
a combined filler and overflow and comes 
with a click waste. It can be used with a 
manual mixer valve as a simple bath filler, 
or connect it to a diverter valve to control 
both bath and shower outlets.

BATH MOUNTED SHOWER HANDSET

WALL MOUNTED BATH SPOUTS
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ACCESSORIES & SHOWER SEATSRISER RAILS

Wave riser rail 
685mm(h) adjustable

SVRAIL01

Round height adjustable rigid riser 
rail with diverter
Height adjustable from 958 –1440mm
420mm(d)

SVARM07

Shower hose, 1.5m low pressure
Durable chrome plated brass construction 
Can be used with high and low pressure systems
Chrome plated

SVHOSE01

Round wall elbow
55(w) x 55(h) x 46mm(d)

SVACS03

Square wall elbow
50(w) x 50(h) x 50mm(d)

SVACS06

Square wall elbow & 
shower handset holder
50(w) x 50(h) 62mm(d)

SVACS08

Round wall elbow &
shower handset holder
43(w) x 43(h) x 54mm(d)

SVACS11

Bar valve quick fixing kit
Durable chrome plated brass 
construction

SVACS10

Shower hose, 1.5m silver
Easy clean
Silver metallic effect

SVHOSE02

Shower hose, 1.5m low pressure metallic finish 
Can be used with high and low pressure systems, 
easy clean
Metallic effect

SVHOSE03

Sanctuary riser rail 
760mm(h)

SVRAIL02

Square height adjustable rigid riser 
rail with diverter
Height adjustable from 640 – 1080mm
400mm(d)

SVARM10

Square riser rail
680mm(h)

SVRAIL03

Dive round riser rail
653mm(h)

SVRAIL05

Square brass riser rail
656mm(h)

SVRAIL04

Deck rectangular brass riser rail
702mm(h)

SVRAIL06

Shower seat
Easy to install compact design, folds up flat to the wall 
when not in use, detachable from wall bracket, holds 
up to 160kg, fixings supplied
381(w) x 287mm(d) unfolded

TR7001

Shower seat
Compact design - Ideal for shower cubicles, folds 
up flat to the wall when not in use, durable thermoset 
plastic design, chrome plated trim, easy to install, holds 
up to 160KG
350mm (w) x 328mm (d) unfolded

8020
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Sharp, clean lines and attention to detail combine beautifully  
in this range of wall mounted accessories. Idol has a concealed  
fixing system & chrome finish.

Toilet roll holder
149(w) x 110(h) x 50mm(d)

4118.02

Toothbrush holder
71(w) x 112(h) x 96mm(d)

4116.02

Robe hook
15(w) x 48(h) x 50mm(d)

4120.02

Towel ring
224(w) x 100(h) x 50mm(d)

4122.02

IDOL

Shower shelf with rail
300(w) x 80(h) x 100mm(d)

4101.02

HOST
For the purists out there, Host is characterised by a timeless circular design.  
It features a brass construction, chrome finish & concealed fixing system.

Toilet roll holder
172(w) x 34(h) x 78mm(d)

4518.02

Toothbrush holder
68(w) x 112(h) x 116mm(d)

4516.02

Robe hook
40(w) x 40(h) x 48mm(d)

4520.02

Towel ring
168(w) x 176(h) x 50mm(d)

4522.02

Tissue box with toilet roll holder
150(w) x 160(h) x 140mm(d)

4128.02
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ARENA
With its sleek modern curves, Arena features brass construction, a chrome 
finish & a concealed fixing system.

Toilet roll holder
189(w) x 100(h) x 55mm(d)

5718.02

Towel ring
240(w) x 134(h) x 55mm(d)

5722.02

Toothbrush holder
73(w) x 98(h) x 107mm(d)

5716.02

Towel rail
505(w) x 35(h) x 65mm(d)

5724.02

Robe hook
85(w) x 35(h) x 55mm(d)

5720.02

Sharp & contemporary, with mitred corners & square backplates, Pace 
features chrome-finished brass construction &, , our dual 
fixing system.

Toilet roll holder
151(w) x 53(h) x 85mm(d)

6118.02

Towel ring
208(w) x 181(h) x 56mm(d)

6122.02

Toothbrush holder
70(w) x 100(h) x 111mm(d)

6116.02

Towel rail
653(w) x 53(h) x 75mm(d)

6124.02

Robe hook
53(w) x 53(h) x 45mm(d)

6120.02

PACE

Bond or drill

It’s your choice. Our 
bonding kit allows secure fixing 
of accessories to most surfaces 
without the need for drillling. 

Or, should you prefer, our 
standard concealing kit is 
supplied.

Tissue box with toilet roll holder
150(w) x 160(h) x 140mm(d)

4128.02
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MEDIA
Media is a contemporary range of accessories, versatile enough to 
complement any bathroom. It features brass construction, a chrome finish 
& a concealed fixing system.

Toilet roll holder
180(w) x 28(h) x 63mm(d)

9718.02

Toothbrush holder (frosted)
72(w) x 112(h) x 92mm(d)

9716.02

Towel rail (short)
370(w) x 24(h) x 61mm(d)

9722.02

Wall mounted soap dispenser
60(w) x 185(h) x 100mm(d)

9715.02

Towel rail
670(w) x 24(h) x 61mm(d)

9724.02

Robe hook
24(w) x 68(h) x 51mm(d)

9720.02

VENUE
Round backplates combine with mitred corners to give Venue its style. 
It features brass construction, a chrome finish &, , our dual 
fixing system. 

Toilet roll holder
155(w) x 44(h) x 64mm(d)

5818.02

Towel ring
192(w) x 208(h) x 64mm(d)

5822.02

Toothbrush holder
72(w) x 99(h) x 106mm(d)

5816.02

Towel rail
644(w) x 44(h) x 64mm(d)

5824.02

Robe hook
44(w) x 68(h) x 50mm(d)

5870.02

Bond or drill

It’s your choice. Our 
bonding kit allows secure fixing 
of accessories to most surfaces 
without the need for drillling. 

Or, should you prefer, our 
standard concealing kit is 
supplied.

Tissue box with toilet roll holder
150(w) x 160(h) x 140mm(d)

4128.02
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IGNITE HALO
Contemporary bathroom accessories at their best, the Halo collection 
features brass construction, a chrome finish & a concealed fixing system. 
Baskets feature removable gloss white acrylic bases.

Clean lines & round edges define the Ignite collection, featuring  
brass construction, a chrome finish and a concealed fixing system.

Toilet roll holder
185(w) x 35(h) x 90mm(d)

RB18.02

Toilet roll holder
165(w) x 50(h) x 70mm(d)

8518.02

Large bottle basket
490(w) x 40(h) x 125mm(d)

RB85.02

Towel ring
180(w) x 200(h) x 70mm(d)

8522.02

Towel ring
245(w) x 40(h) x 90mm(d)

RB22.02

Soap dispenser (frosted)
70(w) x 100(h) x 100mm(d)

8515.02

Double bottle basket
245(w) x 310(h) x 130mm(d)

RB80.02

Glass shelf (frosted)
510(w) x 50(h) x 140mm(d)

8512.02

Single towel rail
610(w) x 50(h) x 70mm(d)

8524.02

Double robe hook
70(w) x 50(h) x 45mm(d)

RB20.02

Large corner basket
270(w) x 40(h) x 220mm(d)

RB40.02

Double corner basket
160(w) x 310(h) x 180mm(d)

RB50.02

Toothbrush holder (frosted)
70(w) x 110(h) x 90mm(d)

8516.02

Robe hook
50(w) x 50(h) x 40mm(d)

8520.02

Tissue box with toilet roll holder
150(w) x 160(h) x 140mm(d)

4128.02

Tissue box with toilet roll holder
150(w) x 160(h) x 140mm(d)

4128.02
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HORIZON GLIDE
The Glide collection benefits from smooth profiles & precision 
detailing. It features brass construction, a chrome finish & a 
concealed fixing system.

The Horizon collection has up-to-date angular lines & features 
brass construction, a chrome finish & a concealed fixing system.

Toilet roll holder
100(w) x 140(h) x 65mm(d)

9518.02

Toilet roll holder
130(w) x 30(h) x 100mm(d)

7818.02

Robe hook
45(w) x 45(h) x 65mm(d)

9520.02

Double robe hook
80(w) x 30(h) x 30mm(d)

7820.02

Towel ring
160(w) x 230(h) x 65mm(d)

9522.02

Towel ring
200(w) x 30(h) x 110mm(d)

7822.02

Glass shelf (clear)
620(w) x 45(h) x 130mm(d)

9512.02

Glass shelf (clear)
600(w) x 30(h) x 110mm(d)

7812.02

Towel rail
645(w) x 30(h) x 60mm(d)

7824.02

Toothbrush holder (frosted)
70(w) x 95(h) x 105mm(d)

9516.02

Soap dish (frosted)
120(w) x 55(h) x 120mm(d)

9514.02

Towel rail
625(w) x 45(h) x 65mm(d)

9524.02

Toothbrush holder (frosted)
70(w) x 100(h) x 100mm(d)

7816.02

Soap dish (frosted)
120(w) x 50(h) x 130mm(d)

7814.02

Tissue box with toilet roll holder
150(w) x 160(h) x 140mm(d)

4128.02

Tissue box with toilet roll holder
150(w) x 160(h) x 140mm(d)

4128.02
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MINIMA LINCOLN
Make a style statement with the Lincoln collection featuring  
a chrome finish & concealed fixing system.

The Minima collection benefits from a slim & refined design & features 
a chrome finish & concealed fixing system.

Toilet roll holder
165(w) x 110(h) x 60mm(d)

73018

Toilet roll holder
160(w) x 90(h) x 65mm(d)

6918.02

Double robe hook
75(w) x 60(h) x 50mm(d)

73020

Robe hook
45(w) x 45(h) x 50mm(d)

6920.02

Towel ring
220(w) x 150(h) x 60mm(d)

73022

Towel ring
200(w) x 130(h) x 70mm(d)

6922.02

Glass shelf 
600(w) x 60(h) x 150mm(d)

 73012

Glass shelf (clear)
545(w) x 45(h) x 125mm(d)

6912.02

Towel rail
655(w) x 45(h) x 80mm(d)
Chrome finish

6924.02

Toothbrush holder
70(w) x 95(h) x 115mm(d)

73016

Soap dish (frosted)
110(w) x 60(h) x 135mm(d)

73014

Towel rail
600(w) x 60(h) x 100mm(d)

73024

Toothbrush holder (frosted)
70(w) x 110(h) x 105mm(d)

6916.02

Soap dish (frosted)
130(w) x 45(h) x 120mm(d)

6914.02

Soap dispenser
50(w) x 170(h) x 80mm(d)

5515.02
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WESSEX AVENING
A timeless classic, the Avening collection features brass 
construction & a chrome finish.

The beautifully crafted Wessex collection is the perfect finishing 
touch for a traditional bathroom & features a chrome finish & 
concealed fixing system.

Toilet roll holder
160(w) x 110(h) xDB 45mm(d)

4918.02

Toilet roll holder
165(w) x 110(h) x 60mm(d)

3518.02

Robe hook
50(w) x 130(h) x 95mm(d)

4920.02

Robe hook
70(w) x 65(h) x 40mm(d)

3520.02

Toilet roll holder 
70mm(d)

DB18.02

Towel ring
150(w) x 110(h) x 60mm(d)

3522.02

Glass shelf (clear)
475(w) x 60(h) x 140mm(d)

 4912.02

Glass shelf (clear)
450(w) x 65(h) x 125mm(d)

3512.02

Toilet roll holder reserve
50(w) x 160(h) x 55mm(d)

4938.02

Toothbrush holder (ceramic)
80(w) x 120(h) x 125mm(d)

4916.02

Towel rail
650(w) x 95(h) x 80mm(d)

4924.02

Soap dish (ceramic)
120(w) x 55(h) x 130mm(d)

4914.02

Toothbrush holder
110(w) x 110mm(h)

3516.02

Towel ring
150(w) x 170(h) x 45mm(d)

£38.10 4922.02

Soap dish
110mw) x 70(h) x 130mm(d)

3514.02

Soap basket
130(w) x 65(h) x 120mm(d)

3530.02

Towel rail
610(w) x 65(h) x 65mm(d)

3524.02

ACCESSORIES
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SIGMA MADISON
Madison basketware is delicate & beautifully engineered,  
featuring brass construction & a chrome finish.

A clever concealed fixing system will make the elegant & practical 
Sigma basketware an integral part of your bathroom. Featuring brass 
construction & a chrome finish.

Small corner basket
130(w) x 40(h) x 130mm(d)

WB30.02

Bottle basket
245(w) x 45(h) x 120mm(d)

WB80.02

Large corner basket
210(w) x 50(h) x 180mm(d)

WB40.02

Double corner basket 
210(w) x 360(h) x 180mm(d)

WB50.02

Soap basket
130(w) x 30(h) x 100mm(d)

WB10.02

Shower caddy
245(w) x 725(h) x 120mm(d)

WB70.02

Shower caddy
235(w) x 760(h) x 135mm(d)

£219.50 CB70.02

Large corner basket
235(w) x 40(h) x 190mm(d)

CB40.02

Large soap basket
240(w) x 40(h) x 135mm(d)

CB20.02

Double corner basket
235(w) x 255(h) x 190mm(d)

CB50.02

Double bottle basket
245(w) x 260(h) x 115mm(d)

£103.50 WB90.02

Large soap basket
200(w) x 40(h) x 100mm(d)

£31.80 WB20.02
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A collection of freestanding bathroom accessories. Neat, compact 
& beautifully designed.

RETOUCH RIGHT HAND EDGE OF 
IMAGE?

FREESTANDING ACCESSORIES

Toilet roll holder 
660(h) x 
190mm(dia) 4071.02

Towel stand
745(w) x 710(h) x 
270mm(d) 335.02

Toilet roll holder 
600(h) x 
220mm(dia) 353.02

Our attention to detail is evident even in the smallest accessory.  
From toilet brushes to grab bars you can always count on quality 
construction & uplifting design.

TOILET BRUSHES

GRAB BARS

Wall mounted toilet brush 
Removable from wall for easy cleaning
365(h) x 86mm(dia)
 3484.02

Degree toilet brush 
365(h) x 86mm(dia) 
3284.02

Ceramic toilet brush 
460(h) x 110mm(dia) 
13670

Square modern grab bar 
295(w) x 25(h) x 
65mm(d)1582.02

Grab bar 45° angled
460(w) x 240(h) x 120(d) x 
25mm(dia)2386.02

Round modern grab bar 
360(w) x 58(h) x 
75mm(d)1482.02

Grab bar
430(w) x 65(h) x 80(d) x 
25mm(dia)2382.02
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Cabinets 
& mirrors

Brighten up your bathrooom with one of 
our stunning cabinets or get ready in style 
in front of one or our striking mirrors.

KEITH ALCOCK
Product Designer
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Our beautifully built cabinets are a great alternative to a mirror 
when you need additional storage space. And who doesn’t? 
Packed full of useful features such as Bluetooth® wireless 
technology, heated demister pads, recharging sockets, integrated 
lighting & infrared on/off sensors. A Roper Rhodes cabinet more 
than deserves a place in your bathroom.

INFRARED ON/OFF 
SWITCH 

An infrared switch 
means you can easily 
turn the lighting on and 
off with a wave of your 
hand. 

Important: Please 
remember, when 
mounting cabinets with 
infrared switches, the 
sensor must be at least 
150mm from an adjacent 
wall or obstruction to 
ensure the switch can 
function properly. 

See pages 263 - 265 for 
location of sensor for 
each cabinet.

LED LIGHTING 

The latest LED 
technology is used to 
great effect. This not 
only looks stunning 
but provides a bright, 
practical task light with 
energy saving benefits.

HEATED DEMISTER PAD 

A heated demister 
pad in the door means 
that within two to three 
minutes the pad heats 
the mirror to a few 
degrees above room 
temperature, keeping 
the central area of the 
mirror door clear. 

RECHARGING SOCKETS

Many of our cabinets 
include a recharging 
socket, suitable 
for electric shavers 
and toothbrushes, 
conveniently hidden 
away inside the cabinet.

Bluetooth ® WIRELESS 
TECHNOLOGY

Integrate music 
seamlessly into your 
bathroom with an LED 
illuminated cabinet with 
Bluetooth® wireless 
technology.

SOFT CLOSE

Most of our cabinets 
feature soft close doors 
to ensure quiet and 
controlled closure of the 
bathroom cabinet

CABINET FEATURESCABINETS
Whether you find illuminated cabinets a turn on (or off!), need a single or 
double cabinet in aluminium or to coordinate with your furniture, our fantastic 
range is bound to have something that’s just right.

FURTHER TECHNICAL INFORMATION

For further technical information on all Roper Rhodes cabinets, including fitting 
instructions and aftercare documents, visit roperrhodes.co.uk

IP44

Cabinets indicated with 
this symbol comply with 
electrical equipment 
(safety) regulations and 
are IP44 rated, making 
them suitable for use 
within zone 2 of the 
bathroom environment.

DIMMABLE/LIGHT 
TEMPERATURE CHANGING

With combined 
dimmable on/off sensor 
and adjustable light 
temperature from 2700K 
(warm white) to 6000K 
(daylight white). 

DAYLIGHT

Invigorating

NATURAL  
LIGHT

Bright

WARM  
LIGHT 

Calm

6000K 2700K

BE IN CONTROL OF YOUR LIGHTING
The clever infrared sensor on some of our cabinets not only lets you choose 
the intensity but also the warmth of the LED lighting to suit your mood, the 
time of day or the specific task in hand. 

So why not wake up to a bright, invigorating light in the bathroom when 
taking your morning shower to help get you going? Choose a natural light 
when applying make-up. Then calm things down in the evening with dim, 
warm lighting when preparing for bed.

You’ll wonder how you managed without it! Look for cabinets with the 
DIMMABLE/LIGHT TEMPERATURE CHANGING icon.
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Tune  ● ● ●
Compose ● ● ●
Fever ● ● ●
Extend ● ● ● ●
Illusion ● ● ● ●
Transition ● ● ● ●
Perception ● ● ● ●
Scheme ● ●
Virtue ● ● ●
Visage ● ● ●
Viper ●
Vantage ● ●
Venture ● ●
Plateau ● ●
Summit ● ●
Reference

Limit ●

Refine with  
lighting

● ● ●

Refine without  
lighting

●

Entity ● ●
Phase ● ●
Signature

Medicab

CABINET BUYING GUIDE

Page 261

Page 261

Page 261

Page 262

Page 262

Page 262

Page 262

Page 254

Page 254

Page 255

Page 256

Page 256

Page 256

Page 257

Page 258

Page 258

Page 259

Page 259

Page 259

Page 260

Page 260

Page 260

Page 254

Cabinets

Use the table below to guide you around our cabinet collection 
& find the features which are important to you when selecting 
a new cabinet for your bathroom. 

CABINETS &
 M

IRRORS

Illuminated Recharging
Socket     

Music Heated  
Demister 

Door

Dimmable/ 
adjustable 

light 
temperature

Recessible Coordinating
Furniture

Slim 
Depth
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CABINETS WITH MUSIC
Listen to your music playlist or internet radio by pairing your smart 
phone or tablet to the Tune or Compose cabinet

500(w) x 700(h) x 130mm(d)
Bluetooth® connectivity, superior integrated stereo system, bright, practical, 
energy saving LED lighting, infrared on/off switch, recharging socket, double 
sided mirror doors, soft close doors, 2 adjustable glass shelves

TU50AL

650(w) x 700(h) x 130mm(d)
Bluetooth® connectivity, superior integrated stereo system, bright, practical, 
energy saving LED lighting, infrared on/off switch, recharging socket, double 
sided mirror doors, soft close doors, 2 adjustable glass shelves 

CP65AL

Tune Cabinet  Compose Cabinet 

CABINET WITH HEATED DEMISTER DOOR

515(w) x 700(h) x 130mm(d)
Heated demister pad, double sided mirror door, soft close door, 
infrared on/off switch, recharging socket, 2 adjustable glass shelves

AS251

Fever Cabinet 

RECESSIBLE CABINETS
Stunning LED illuminated aluminium cabinets with the option of being recessed into your 
bathroom wall for a sleek & contemporary look. The clever infrared dimmer switch technology 
means you can adjust both the level of light intensity & warmth to suit your mood.

Extend single door cabinet 
500(w) x 700(h) x 119mm(d) 
49mm depth when recessed. Fits recess 460(w) x 665mm(h) 
Dimmable infrared on/off sensor which also changes the warmth of the  
light (2700-6000K), recharging socket, push to open door, 2 adjustable  
glass shelves & IP44 rated

EX50ALC

Extend double door cabinet 
654(w) x 700(h) x 119mm(d) 
49mm depth when recessed. Fits recess 610(w) x 665mm(h)
Dimmable infrared on/off sensor which also changes the warmth of the  
light (2700-6000K), recharging socket, push to open door, 2 adjustable glass 
shelves & IP44 rated

EX65ALC

Extend 1000mm double door cabinet 
1000(w) x 700(h) x 119mm(d) 
49mm depth when recessed. Fits recess 960(w) x 665mm(h)
Dimmable infrared on/off sensor which also changes the warmth of the  
light (2700-6000K), recharging socket, push to open door, 2 adjustable glass 
shelves & IP44 rated

EX100ALC

Surface mounted Recessed

This stylish LED illuminated cabinet comes with in-built demister pad, 
making a steamy mirror door a thing of the past

DIMMABLE/LIGHT TEMPERATURE CHANGING
With dimmable on/off sensor and adjustable light 
temperature from 2700K (warm white) to 6000K  
(daylight white). 
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RECESSIBLE CABINETS

550(w) x 710(h) x 115mm(d) 47mm depth when recessed  
Fits recess 520(w) x 710mm(h) Double sided mirror door, soft close door, 
infrared on/off switch, recharging socket, 2 adjustable glass shelves

AS241C

1000w) x 710(h) x 115mm(d) 47mm depth when recessed
Fits recess 970(w) x 710mm(h)
Double sided mirror doors, soft close doors, infrared on/off switch,  
recharging socket, 2 adjustable glass shelves

PE1000C

700(w) x 710(h) x 115mm(d) 47mm depth when recessed 
Fits recess 670(w) x 710mm(h) 
Double sided mirror doors, soft close doors, infrared on/off switch,  
recharging socket, 2 adjustable glass shelves

AS242C

Illusion Cabinet

Perception Cabinet

Not recessed Recessed

Transition Cabinet

RECESSIBLE CABINETS
Single & double cabinets available in 2 depths & 5 finishes

Scheme 640mm Cabinet (for stud walls)
640mm recessed cabinet, 75mm depth for stud walls
Frame External Dimensions 640(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

SCHCAB675.GW (Gloss white)

All finish options shown opposite

Scheme 640mm Cabinet (for built-out walls)
640mm recessed cabinet, 120mm depth for built-out walls
Frame External Dimensions 640(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

SCHCAB6120.GW (Gloss white)

All finish options shown opposite

Scheme 1040mm Cabinet (for stud walls)
1040mm recessed cabinet, 75mm depth for stud walls
Frame External Dimensions 1040(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

SCHCAB1075.GW (Gloss white)

All finish options shown opposite

Scheme 1040mm Cabinet (for built-out walls)
1040mm recessed cabinet, 120mm depth for built-out walls
Frame External Dimensions 1040(w) x 830(h) x 30mm(d)

SCHCAB10120.GW (Gloss white)

All finish options shown opposite

640mm recessed cabinet gloss white 1040mm recessed cabinet gloss dark clay

Matt Light Clay
SCHCAB675.MLC
SCHCAB6120.MLC
SCHCAB1075.MLC
SCHCAB10120.MLC

Matt Carbon
SCHCAB675.MCB
SCHCAB6120.MCB
SCHCAB1075.MCB
SCHCAB10120.MCB

Gloss Light Grey
SCHCAB675.LG
SCHCAB6120.LG
SCHCAB1075.LG
SCHCAB10120.LG

Gloss Dark Clay 
SCHCAB675.GDC
SCHCAB6120.GDC
SCHCAB1075.GDC
SCHCAB10120.GDC

ALL CABINET SIZES & FINISH OPTIONS

Gloss White 
SCHCAB675.GW
SCHCAB6120.GW
SCHCAB1075.GW
SCHCAB10120.GW

Stunning LED illuminated aluminium cabinets with the option of being recessed into your 
bathroom wall for a sleek & contemporary look. The clever infrared dimmer switch technology 
means you can adjust both the level of light intensity & warmth to suit your mood.

DIMMABLE/LIGHT TEMPERATURE CHANGING
With dimmable on/off sensor and adjustable light 
temperature from 2700K (warm white) to 6000K  
(daylight white). 



Gloss Light Grey
VR50ALLG
VS65ALLG
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ALUMINIUM CABINETS
Single and double cabinets available in 10 finishes

505(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d) inc light 
Available in 10 side panel finishes to match your Roper Rhodes bathroom 
furniture, LED technology, double sided mirror door, soft close door, infrared on/off 
switch, magnetic storage holder, recharging socket, 2 adjustable glass shelves  

VR50ALCE

All finish options shown below

655(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d) inc light
Available in 10  side panel finishes to match your Roper Rhodes bathroom 
furniture, LED technology, double sided mirror doors, soft close doors, infrared on/
off switch, magnetic storage holder, recharging socket, 2 adjustable glass shelves  

VS65ALCE

All finish options shown below

Virtue Cabinet (charcoal elm shown) Visage Cabinet (charcoal elm shown) 

Gloss White 
VR50ALW
VS65ALW

Dark Elm
VR50ALDE
VS65ALDE

Alpine Elm
VR50ALAE
VS65ALAE

Charcoal Elm
VR50ALCE
VS65ALCE

Light Elm
VR50ALLE
VS65ALLE

VIRTUE & VISAGE FINISHES

Gloss Dark Clay 
VR50ALGDC
VS65ALGDC

Matt Carbon
VR50ALMCB
VS65ALMCB

Matt Light Clay
VR50ALMLC
VS65ALMLC

ALUMINIUM CABINETS

405(w) x 605(h) x 170mm(d) inc light
LED technology, double sided mirror door, soft close door, infrared on/off switch, 
magnetic storage holder, 2 adjustable glass shelves

VI40AL

655(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d) inc light
LED technology, double sided mirror doors, soft close doors, infrared on/off 
switch, magnetic storage holder, recharging socket, 2 adjustable glass shelves

VE65AL

505(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d) inc light
LED technology, double sided mirror door, soft close door, infrared on/off switch, 
magnetic storage holder, recharging socket, 2 adjustable glass shelves

VA50AL

Viper Cabinet 

Venture Cabinet 

Vantage Cabinet 

Umbra
VR50ALUMB
VS65ALUMB
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ALUMINIUM CABINETS

544(w) x 700(h) x 135mm(d)
Double sided mirror door, soft close door, infrared on/off switch, recharging 
socket, 3 adjustable glass shelves, convenient removable trays in base

AS515ALIL

Plateau Cabinet 

654(w) x 700(h) x 135mm(d)
Double sided mirror doors, soft close doors, infrared on/off switch, recharging 
socket, 3 adjustable glass shelves, convenient removable trays in base

AS615ALIL

Summit Cabinet

315(w) x 1450(h) x 140mm(d)
Double sided mirror doors, 4 adjustable glass 
shelves, dressing mirror cabinet

AS315AL

Reference Cabinet 

These slim depth cabinets offer superb storage  
but save on space as they are only 100mm deep.

450(w) x 700(h) x 100mm(d)
Slim depth cabinet, double sided mirror door, 3 adjustable glass shelves, 
convenient removable trays in base

AS415ALSLP

450(w) x 700(h) x 100mm(d)
Slim depth cabinet, double sided mirror door, 3 adjustable glass shelves, 
convenient removable trays in base

AS415W

Limit Cabinet Aluminium Limit Cabinet White

SLIM DEPTH CABINETS

615(w) x 700(h) x 100mm(d)
Slim depth cabinet, double sided mirror doors, infrared on/off switch,  
recharging socket,  LED light fitting, 3 adjustable glass shelves, convenient removable 
trays in base, allow additional 55mm(h) for light fitting

AS615ALSL

615(w) x 700(h) x 100mm(d)
Slim depth, double sided mirror doors, 3 adjustable glass shelves, convenient 
removable trays in base

AS615ALSLP

Refine Cabinet with Electrics
Refine Cabinets without Electrics
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1000(w) x 710(h) x 115mm(d) 
47mm depth when recessed 
fits recess 970(w) x 710mm(h)

PE1000

550(w) x 710(h) x 115mm(d) 
47mm depth when recessed 
fits recess 520(w) x 710mm(h)

AS241

600(w) x 750(h) x 160mm(d)  
2 shelves, gloss white finish

SGC6W

Signatures Cabinet
337(w) x 420(h) x 155mm(d)
White finish, lockable cabinet with 2 keys, adjustable shelf, can be installed for 
left or right hand opening, optional first aid label (complies with BS5378)

MED340

Medicab

WOODEN CABINETS

500(w) x 700(h) x 120mm(d)
Double sided mirror door, soft close door, infrared on/off switch, recharging 
socket,  LED light fitting, 2 glass shelves, high gloss white finish

DN50WL

Phase Cabinet Entity Cabinet

600(w) x 700(h) x 120mm(d)
Double sided mirror doors, soft close doors, infrared on/off switch, recharging 
socket, LED light fitting, 2 glass shelves, high gloss white finish

DN60WL

CABINET RANGE SELECTOR

 

500(w) x 700(h) x 119mm(d) 
49mm depth when recessed 
fits recess 460(w) x 665mm(h)

EX50ALC

500(w) x 700(h) x 130mm(d)

TU50AL

650(w) x 700(h) x 130mm(d)

CP65AL

515(w) x 700(h) x 130mm(d)

AS251

* * *

* * *

***

 

FeverComposeTune

Cabinets with Music Cabinet with Heated Demister Door

Extend Large DoubleExtend Double

Illusion

Extend Single

Recessible Cabinets

PerceptionTransition

654(w) x 700(h) x 119mm(d) 
49mm depth when recessed 
fits recess 610(w) x 665mm(h)

EX65ALC

1000(w) x 700(h) x 119mm(d) 
49mm depth when recessed 
fits recess 960(w) x 665mm(h)

EX100ALC

700(w) x 710(h) x 115mm(d) 
47mm depth when recessed 
fits recess 670(w) x 710mm(h)

AS242

For further technical information please visit our website roperrhodes.co.uk

Infrared Sensor 
The position of infrared sensors is indicated on 
each cabinet with this symbol

Important 
When mounting cabinets with infrared sensors, the sensor 
must be at least 150mm from an adjacent wall or obstruction 
to ensure the sensor can function properly*

IP44 
Rated

Touch 
Sensitive
Controls

Heated 
Demister 
Pad

Infrared 
Sensor

Fluorescent
Lighting

Recharging
Socket

LED
Lighting

Recessible Soft Close
Doors

Double 
Sided 
Doors

Slimline Dimmable  
& Variable 
Warm to 
Cool Light
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CABINET RANGE SELECTOR

External Dimsensions 
640(w) x 830(h) x 40mm(d)

Gloss white SCHCAB675.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB675.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB675.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB675.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB675.MLC

External Dimsensions 
640(w) x 830(h) x 40mm(d)

Gloss white SCHCAB6120.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB6120.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB6120.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB6120.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB6120.MLC

External Dimsensions 
1040(w) x 830(h) x 40mm(d)

Gloss white SCHCAB1075.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB1075.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB1075.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB1075.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB1075.MLC

External Dimsensions 
1040(w) x 830(h) x 40mm(d)

Gloss white SCHCAB10120.GW

Gloss dark clay SCHCAB10120.GDC

Gloss light grey SCHCAB10120.LG

Matt carbon SCHCAB10120.MCB

Matt light clay SCHCAB10120.MLC

Scheme
640mm Recessed 
Built-out walls 120mm depth

Scheme
640mm Recessed 
Stud walls 75mm depth

Recessible Cabinets

Scheme
1040mm Recessed 
Built-out walls 120mm depth

Scheme
1040mm Recessed 
Stud walls 75mm depth

* *

VisageVirtue

Aluminium Cabinets

505(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d) 

Gloss white VR50ALW

Alpine elm VR50ALAE

Charcoal elm VR50ALCE

Light elm VR50ALLE

Dark elm VR50ALDE

Gloss dark clay VR50ALGDC

Gloss light grey VR50ALLG

Matt carbon VR50ALMCB

Matt light clay VR50ALMLC

Umbra VR50ALUMB

655(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d)

Gloss white VS65ALW

Alpine elm VS65ALAE

Charcoal elm VS65ALCE

Light elm VS65ALLE

Dark elm VS65ALDE

Gloss dark clay VS65ALGDC

Gloss light grey VS65ALLG

Matt carbon VS65ALMCB

Matt light clay VS65ALMLC

Umbra VS65ALUMB

* * *

405(w) x 605(h) x 170mm(d)

VI40AL

505(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d)

VA50AL

655(w) x 705(h) x 170mm(d)

VE65AL

 

VantageViper Venture

Aluminium Cabinets

*

544(w) x 700(h) x 135mm(d)    

AS515ALIL

Plateau

Reference

*

654(w) x 700(h) x 135mm(d) 

AS615ALIL

Summit

*

Slim Depth Cabinets

315(w) x 1450(h) x 140mm(d)

AS315AL

450(w) x 700(h) x 100mm(d)

White AS415W

Aluminium AS415ALSLP

615(w) x 700(h) x 100mm(d)

AS615ALSL

615(w) x 700(h) x 100mm(d)

AS615ALSLP

*

 

Refine with ElectricsLimit Refine without Electrics

500(w) x 700(h) x 120mm(d)

DN50WL

600(w) x 750(h) x 160mm(d)

SGC6W

600(w) x 700(h) x 120mm(d)

DN60WL

*

337(w) x 420(h) x 155mm(d)

MED340

Wooden Cabinets

Phase SignaturesEntity Medicab

Infrared Sensor 
The position of infrared sensors is indicated on 
each cabinet with this symbol

Important 
When mounting cabinets with infrared sensors, the sensor 
must be at least 150mm from an adjacent wall or obstruction 
to ensure the sensor can function properly*

IP44 
Rated

Touch 
Sensitive
Controls

Heated 
Demister 
Pad

Infrared 
Sensor

Fluorescent
Lighting

Recharging
Socket

LED
Lighting

Recessible Soft Close
Doors

Double 
Sided 
Doors

Slimline Dimmable  
& Variable 
Warm to 
Cool Light
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MIRROR FEATURES

When it comes to mirrors, Roper Rhodes really does have 
the fairest of them all. Our collection of illuminated mirrors are 
beautifully designed & come with a host of clever features such 
as Bluetooth® wireless technology or adjustable light temperature, 
heated demister pads, recharging sockets & no touch infrared 
on/off switching.

MIRRORS
A Roper Rhodes illuminated mirror will really help to brighten up your 
bathroom. Take your pick from either integrated LED or fluorescent back 
lighting. All our mirrors are easy to install & many can be mounted  
landscape or portrait to suit your bathroom layout.

INFRARED ON/OFF 
SWITCH 

Most of our illuminated 
mirrors are turned on 
and off using a no touch 
infrared switch. See 
pages 283 - 285 for 
location of sensor for 
each mirror. 

Important: Please 
remember, when 
mounting mirrors with 
infrared switches, the 
sensor must be at least 
150mm from an adjacent 
wall or obstruction to 
ensure the switch can 
function properly.

LED LIGHTING 

We use the latest LED 
technology in our newer 
mirrors to great effect. 
This not only looks 
stunning but provides 
a bright, practical task 
light with energy saving 
benefits.

HEATED DEMISTER PAD 

Within two to three 
minutes the pad heats 
the mirror to a few 
degrees above room 
temperature, keeping 
the central area of the 
mirror clear.

RECHARGING SOCKETS

Many of our mirrors 
include a recharging 
socket, suitable for 
electric shavers and 
toothbrushes.

Bluetooth
 
® WIRELESS 

TECHNOLOGY

Integrate music 
seamlessly into your 
bathroom with an LED 
illuminated mirror with 
Bluetooth® wireless 
technology.

IP44

Illuminated mirrors 
shown with this icon 
comply with electrical 
equipment (safety) 
regulations and are  
IP44 rated, making them 
suitable for use within 
zone 2 of the bathroom 
environment.

FURTHER TECHNICAL INFORMATION

For further technical information on all Roper Rhodes mirrors, including fitting 
instructions and aftercare documents, visit roperrhodes.co.uk

DIMMABLE/LIGHT 
TEMPERATURE CHANGING

With combined 
dimmable on/off sensor 
and adjustable light 
temperature from 2700K 
(warm white) to 6000K 
(daylight white).

DAYLIGHT

Invigorating

NATURAL  
LIGHT

Bright

WARM  
LIGHT 

Calm

6000K 2700K

BE IN CONTROL OF YOUR LIGHTING
The clever infrared sensor on some of our mirrors not only lets you choose 
the intensity but also the warmth of the LED lighting to suit your mood, the 
time of day or the specific task in hand. 

So why not wake up to a bright, invigorating light in the bathroom when 
taking your morning shower to help get you going? Choose a natural light 
when applying make-up. Then calm things down in the evening with dim, 
warm lighting when preparing for bed.

You’ll wonder how you managed without it! Look for mirrors with the 
DIMMABLE/LIGHT TEMPERATURE CHANGING icon.
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MIRROR BUYING GUIDE
Use the table below to guide you around our mirror collection 
& hone in on the features which are important to you when 
selecting a new mirror for your bathroom.

Forte ● ● ●
Encore ● ● ●
Beat ● ● ●
Ultra Slim ● ● ● ●
Intense ● ● ● ●
Oracle ● ● ● ●
Reveal ● ● ● ●
Eminence ● ●
System ● ● ● ●
Scheme ● ●
Leap ● ● ●
Precise ● ●
Trance ● ●
Renew ● ●
Aura ● ●
Induct ● ●
Peak ● ●
Pulse Plus ● ● ●
Flare ● ●
Atom ●
Status ● ● ●
Gamma ● ● ●
Corona ● ● ●
Apollo ●
Equator ● ●
Elle

Hannah

Level

Page 282

Page 282

Page 279

Page 280

Page 280

Page 280

Page 281

Page 281

Page 281

Page 281

Page 281

Page 282

Page 272

Page 272

Page 273

Page 274

Page 274

Page 274

Page 275

Page 276

Page 277

Page 278

Page 278

Page 278

Page 279

Page 279

Page 279

Page 272

Mirrors

Illuminated Heated 
Demister Pad

Music Recharging 
Socket

Dimmable / 
adjustable light 

temperature

Slim Depth / 
Flush Fitting
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MIRRORS WITH MUSIC
Listen to your music playlist or internet radio by pairing your smart phone 
or tablet to your mirror. It’s so simple!

with Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 
600(w) x 800(h) x 55mm(d) 
Bluetooth® connectivity, superior integrated stereo system, LED backit, heated 
demister pad, touch sensitive controls to pair your smartphone, tablet or laptop to 
the mirror to play & control your music choices, tapered body design, can be hung 
portrait or landscape, IP44 rated

FO80AL

Forte Mirror

with Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 
800(w) x 600(h) x 50mm(d) 
Bluetooth® connectivity, superior integrated stereo system,  
LED backlit, touch sensitive controls, heated demister pad

MLE420

with Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 
500(w) x 700(h) x 50mm(d)
Bluetooth® connectivity, superior integrated stereo system, LED backlit, touch 
sensitive controls, heated demister pad

MLE430

Beat Mirror

Encore Mirror

ULTRA SLIM DEPTH MIRRORS
Our ultra slim mirrors are the slimmest LED illuminated mirrors available. They 
come in 5 sizes to suit any bathroom & can even be tiled in for a flush fitting finish.

• With dimmable on/off sensor and adjustable light temperature
from 2700K (warm white) to 6000K (daylight white)

• Practical, adjustable energy saving LED lighting

• Ultra slim design - can be fitted on painted bathroom walls for an
overall depth of 17mm or tiled in for a flush fitting finish

• Flexible installation - can accommodate any thickness
of tile or wall cladding

• Heated demister pad prevents mirror steaming up

• Infrared on/off sensor to operate lighting & heated
demister pad

• Can be hung portrait or landscape

• IP44 rated – for safe use in the bathroom

Ultra slim Mirror 700  
500mm(w) x 700mm(h) x 17mm(d)

US70ALC

Ultra slim Mirror 800  
600mm(w) x 800mm(h) x 17mm(d)

US80ALC

Ultra slim Mirror 900  
700mm(w) x 900mm(h) x 17mm(d)

US90ALC

Ultra slim Mirror 1000  
1000mm(w) x 500mm(h) x 17mm(d)

US10ALC

Ultra slim Mirror 1200  
1200mm(w) x 500mm(h) x 17mm(d)

US12ALC

Ultra slim 900 mirror

Ultra slim 1200 mirror

Important: The control module for the ultra slim mirror must 
be recessed behind the mirror. This requires the creation of an 
opening within the wall approximately 160(w) x 275(h) x 40(d)mm 
directly behind the mirror. For further information please see our 
website for detailed installation instructions.

Touch sensitive controls Integrated stereo speakers
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ILLUMINATED MIRRORSSLIM DEPTH MIRRORS
Stunningly slim depth mirrors with a real designer edge. Infrared dimmer 
switch technology means you can adjust both the level of light intensity & 
warmth to suit your mood.

450(w) x 700(h) x 30mm(d) 
LED illuminated frame giving a beautiful halo light effect, dimmable infrared on/
off sensor which also changes the warmth of the light (2700-6000K), heated 
demister pad, infrared on/off switch, slim design

MLE510C

800(w) x 600(h) x 30mm(d) 
LED illuminated frame giving a beautiful halo light effect, dimmable infrared on/
off sensor which also changes the warmth of the light (2700-6000K), heated 
demister pad, infrared on/off switch, slim design

 MLE500C

1200(w) x 500(h) x 30mm(d) 
LED illuminated frame giving a beautiful halo light effect, dimmable infrared on/
off sensor which also changes the warmth of the light (2700-6000K), heated 
demister pad, infrared on/off switch, slim design

MLE520C

Oracle Mirror Intense Mirror

Reveal Mirror

Minimalist illuminated mirrors available in 3 contemporary shapes.

Eminence Pill Mirror

500(w) x 800(h) x 35mm(d) 
Heated demister pad, infrared on/off switch & IP44 rated

EM80PAL

Eminence Circular Mirror

550mm diameter x 35mm(d) 
Infrared on/off switch & IP44 rated

EM55CAL

Eminence Oval Mirror

490(w) x 650(h) x 35mm(d) 
Heated demister pad, infrared on/off switch & IP44 rated

EM65OAL

DIMMABLE/LIGHT TEMPERATURE CHANGING
With dimmable on/off sensor and adjustable light 
temperature from 2700K (warm white) to 6000K  
(daylight white). 
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Scheme 1000 Mirror

1000(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d) 
Coordinates with Scheme furniture, heated demister pad, 
infrared on/off switch, demister pad & IP44 rated

MLE550

Scheme 600 Mirror

600(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d) 
Coordinates with Scheme furniture, heated demister pad, 
infrared on/off switch, demister pad & IP44 rated

MLE530

Scheme 800 Mirror

800(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d) 
Coordinates with Scheme furniture, heated demister pad, 
infrared on/off switch, demister pad & IP44 rated

MLE540

Scheme 1200 Mirror

1200(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d) 
Coordinates with Scheme furniture, heated demister pad, 
infrared on/off switch, demister pad & IP44 rated

MLE560

ILLUMINATED MIRRORS ILLUMINATED MIRRORS
Mirror designs which will really boost your bathroom style, available in 4 sizes.Slim LED mirrors which will really add some atmosphere to your bathroom, available 

in 3 sizes. All mirrors are dimmable with infrared on/off switch which also changes the 
warmth of the light (2700K - 6000K) to suit your mood or the time of day.

System 1200 Mirror

1200w) x 600(h) x 25mm(d) 
Coordinates with System furniture, variable warm to cool light with 
dimmable infrared on/off switch, heated demister pad & IP44 rated

SYS120AL

System 700 Mirror

700(w) x 500(h) x 25mm(d) 
Coordinates with System furniture, variable warm to cool light with 
dimmable infrared on/off switch, heated demister pad & IP44 rated

SYS70AL

System 900 Mirror

900(w) x 700(h) x 25mm(d) 
Coordinates with System furniture, variable warm to cool light with 
dimmable infrared on/off switch, heated demister pad & IP44 rated

SYS90AL

DIMMABLE/LIGHT TEMPERATURE CHANGING
With dimmable on/off sensor and adjustable light 
temperature from 2700K (warm white) to 6000K  
(daylight white). 
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500(w) x 710(h) x 45mm(d) 

LED technology, heated demister pad, infrared on/off switch, polished 

aluminium sides 

MLE470

530(w) x 800(h) x 116mm(d)

Curved glass with integrated LED technology, heated demister pad, infrared 
on/off switch, ultra slim design  

MLE490

Precise Mirror
Renew Mirror

810(w) x 600(h) x 54mm(d)
Slimline mirror with LED technology, heated demister pad, infrared on/off switch, 
slim design

MLE480

Trance mirror used portrait orientation

Trance Mirror

600(w) x 800(h) x 55mm(d) 
Bright, practical, energy saving LED lighting, heated demister pad, infrared 
on/off sensor, recharging socket, tapered body design, can be hung portrait 
or landscape, IP44 rated 

LE80AL

Leap Mirror

ILLUMINATED MIRRORSILLUMINATED MIRRORS

500(w) x 700(h) x 90mm(d)
LED technology, heated demister pad, infrared on/off switch

MLE450

1200(w) x 550(h) x 90mm(d)
LED technology, heated demister pad, mirrored sides, 
infrared on/off switch

MLE460

520(w) x 730(h) x 90mm(d)
LED technology, heated demister pad, mirrored sides,  
infrared on/off switch

MLE440

Aura LED Mirror

Peak LED MirrorInduct LED Mirror
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600(w) x 800(h) x 50mm(d)
60 LEDs, recharging socket (separately switched to save energy) heated 
demister pad, infrared on/off switch

MLE310

530(w) x 730(h) x 40mm(d)
42 LEDs, heated demister pad, infrared on/off switch

MLE320

450(w) x 600(h) x 40mm(d)
26 LEDs

TR2002

Pulse Plus LED Mirro r Flare LED Mirror

Atom LED Mirror

ILLUMINATED MIRRORSILLUMINATED MIRRORS
A starburst LED lighting effect can add a touch of glamour to your bathroom

600(w) x 800(h) x 55mm(d)
Tapered body, recharging socket (separately switched to save energy), heated 
demister pad, infrared on/off switch

MLB280

600(w) x 800(h) x 50mm(d)
Includes inset magnifying mirror (2x magnification), recharging socket 
(separately switched to save energy), heated demister pad, infrared 
on/off switch

MLB300

Status Mirror Corona Mirror

600(w) x 800(h) x 45mm(d)
Ambient lighting, heated demister pad, infrared on/
off switch

MLB260

520(w) x 760(h) x 180mm(d)
Integrated glass shelf, recharging socket (separately 
switched to save energy), heated demister pad, 
infrared on/off switch

 MLB270

450(w) x 700(h) x 40mm(d)

TR2001

Equator Mirror Gamma Mirror Apollo Mirror
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NON ILLUMINATED MIRRORS

405(w) x 595mm(h)
Can be hung portrait or landscape

MPS403

420(w) x 800mm(h)
Can be hung portrait or landscape

MPS402

495(w) x 710mm(h)
Can be hung portrait or landscape

MPS401

Elle Bevelled Mirror Hannah Bevelled Mirror Level Bevelled Mirror

BATHROOM LIGHTING

60(w) x 550(h) x 80mm(d)
Priced individually

LIGHT01

550 Wall Light

600(w) x 800(h) x 55mm(d)

FO80AL

MIRROR RANGE SELECTOR

Encore

800(w) x 600(h) x 50mm(d)

MLE420

500(w) x 700(h) x 50mm(d)

MLE430

Beat

1200(w) x 500(h) x 17mm(d)

US12ALC

*

***

*

*

Forte

Ultra Slim 900Ultra Slim 800 Ultra Slim 1000Ultra Slim 700

Ultra Slim Depth Mirrors

Ultra Slim 1200

600(w) x 800(h) x 30mm(d)

MLE500C

1200(w) x 500(h) x 30mm(d)

MLE520C

*
*

450(w) x 700(h) x 30mm(d)

MLE510C

*

RevealIntenseOracle

Slim Depth Mirrors 

Illuminated Mirrors

500(w) x 700(h) x 17mm(d)

US70ALC

 

600(w) x 800(h) x 17mm(d)

US80ALC

Mirrors with Music

700(w) x 900(h) x 17mm(d)

US90ALC

1000(w) x 500(h) x 17mm(d)

US10ALC

550mm diameter x 35mm(d)

EM55CAL

Eminence 550 Circular

490(w) x 650mm(h) x 35mm(d)

EM65OAL

Eminence 650 Oval

500(w) x 800mm(h) x 35mm(d)

EM80PAL

Eminence 800 Pill

See overpage for icon key.

* * *
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Precise Trance

MIRROR RANGE SELECTOR

810(w) x 600(h) x 54mm(d)

MLE480

 

500(w) x 710(h) x 45mm(d)

MLE470

500(w) x 700(h) x 90mm(d)

MLE450

1200(w) x 550(h) x 90mm(d)

MLE460

*

 

600(w) x 800(h) x 50mm(d)

MLE310

530(w) x 730(h) x 40mm(d)

MLE320

450(w) x 600(h) x 40mm(d) 
Rocker switch located on bottom right

TR2002

*

*

*

* *

For further technical information please visit our website roperrhodes.co.uk

FEATURES

520(w) x 730(h) x 90mm(d)

MLE440

*

530(w) x 800(h) x 116mm(d)

MLE490

*

1200(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d)

MLE560

*

Scheme 1200

Renew

Illuminated Mirrors 

Aura Peak Pulse PlusInduct

AtomFlare

520(w) x 760(h) x 180mm(d)

MLB270

*

600(w) x 800(h) x 55mm(d)

MLB280

*

Status

Illuminated Mirrors
Gamma

1000(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d)

MLE550

600(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d)

MLE530

800(w) x 470(h) x 47mm(d)

MLE540

* * *

Scheme 600 Scheme 800 Scheme 1000

*

Leap

600(w) x 800(h) x 55mm(d)

LE80AL

700(w) x 900(h) x 25mm(d)

SYS90AL

System 900 

1200(w) x 600(h) x 25mm(d)

SYS120AL

System 1200 

500(w) x 700(h) x 25mm(d)

SYS70AL

System 700 

Tapered
Body

FM
Radio

IP44
Rated

Multi 
Media
Input

Touch 
Sensitive
Controls

Heated 
Demister 
Pad

Infrared 
Sensor

Fluorescent
Lighting

DAB
Radio

Landscape 
or Portrait

Recharging
Socket

LED
Lighting

Ambient
Lighting

Magnifying
Mirror

Dimmable/ 
Variable 
Warm to 
Cool Light

600(w) x 800(h) x 50mm(d)

MLB300

*

450(w) x 700(h) x 40mm(d)Rocker 
switch located on bottom right

TR2001

600(w) x 800(h) x 45mm(d)

MLB260

*

ApolloCorona Equator

405(w) x 595mm(h)

MPS403

420(w) x 800mm(h)

MPS402

495(w) x 710mm(h)

MPS401

 Level Wall LightHannahElle

Non Illuminated Mirrors

60(w) x 550(h) x 80mm(d)

LIGHT01

Lighting

Infrared Sensor 
The position of infrared sensors is indicated on 
each cabinet with this symbol

Important 
When mounting cabinets with infrared sensors, the sensor 
must be at least 150mm from an adjacent wall or obstruction 
to ensure the sensor can function properly*

MIRROR RANGE SELECTOR

* * *
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For the best seat in the house choose Roper 
Rhodes, the UK’s leading supplier of seats. 
Our extensive range offers useful design 
features, such as quick release for easy 
cleaning. In hard-wearing finishes with 
comfortable styling, our seats look good 
and stay that way. And that’s the bottom 
line.

When it comes to bath panels ours use the 
latest in modern materials and designer 
thinking to complement your bathroom 
style. The humble bath panel elevated to 
an art form.

Seats  
& Panels

PETER LINDSELL
Product Designer
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The UK’s leading supplier of toilet seats, with an extensive range 
including thermoset plastic seats made from a highly durable material 
capable of withstanding heavy household usage. 

LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

A wide selection of our toilet 
seats include a lifetime 
guarantee against seat 
breakages.

QUICK RELEASE HINGES 

Easy to operate quick release 
hinges are featured on some 
toilet seats, allowing the seat 
to be lifted away easily, leaving 
clear access to clean hard to 
reach surfaces.

TOP FIX HINGES 

Some seats feature a special 
‘top fix’ hinge allowing them to 
be quickly and easily installed 
on modern WC pans. 

ANTI-BACTERIAL PROTECTION

An environmentally friendly 
built-in additive provides a 
hygienic finish to a number 
of our toilet seats which also 
protects against bacteria, fungi 
and microbes. 

SOFT CLOSE HINGES

The hydraulic hinge mechanism 
ensures controlled and quiet 
closure of the seat lid and ring. 
Mechanisms are extensively 
tested to ensure long life.

TOILET SEATS ELITE
Elite soft close toilet seat 

370(w) x 430mm(d)
Weight 3kg, fits most toilet suites, low profile styling, 
highly durable thermoset plastic for strength and 
longevity, UV protection to prevent discoloration, 
extremely hardwearing impact resistant surfaces

White finish 8601WSC
Our toilet seat collection also has a number of 
solid wood seats made using the finest timber 
from sustainable sources and benefit from 
reinforced rings and hidden wood dowels for 
outstanding rigidity and strength. Also available 
are wood veneered and painted MDF seats.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
For further technical information on all toilet seat products, including fitting instructions 
& aftercare documents, please visit roperrhodes.co.uk

DEFINE
Define soft close toilet seat 

376(w) x 458mm(d)
Weight 2.5kg, wrap around design, highly durable 
thermoset plastic for strength and longevity, UV 
protection to prevent discoloration, extremely 
hardwearing impact resistant surfaces. 

White finish 8704WSC

ZENITH
Zenith soft close toilet seat 

380(w) x 450mm(d)
Weight 2.5kg, fits most toilet suites, highly durable 
thermoset plastic for strength and longevity, UV 
protection to prevent discoloration, extremely 
hardwearing impact resistant surfaces

White finish 8702WSC
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CURVE
Curve toilet seat

Weight 2.4kg, contemporary wrap over lid design, 
highly durable thermoset plastic for strength and 
longevity, UV protection to prevent discoloration, 
extremely hardwearing impact resistant surfaces

Curve toilet seat with soft close hinges 
380(w) x 445mm(d)

White finish 8402WSC

JUNO
Juno soft close toilet seat

380(w) x 450mm(d)
Weight 2.8kg, fits most toilet suites, highly durable 
thermoset plastic for strength and longevity, UV 
protection to prevent discoloration, extremely 
hardwearing impact resistant surfaces

White finish 8703WSC

NEUTRON
Neutron soft close toilet seat 

1. Infinity toilet seat with soft close hinges 
377(w) x 445mm(d)

White finish 8401WSC

2. Infinity toilet seat with standard hinges 
380(w) x 445mm(d)

White finish 8401WS

INFINITY
Infinity toilet seat

1 2

376(w) x 452mm(d)
Weight 1.8kg, fits most toilet suites, highly durable 
thermoset plastic for strength and longevity, UV 
protection to prevent discoloration, extremely 
hardwearing impact resistant surfaces

White finish 8901WSC
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GREENWICH AXIS

TRADITIONAL

1

1 2

2 3

3 4

4

5

5 6

6

High gloss moulded MDF seat, fits most toilet suites, 
extremely durable painted high gloss finish, fully 
adjustable hinges, colour coordinated buffers

1

1

2

2

Greenwich toilet seat

380(w) x 416mm(d) 
Mahogany finish

8099MSC

380(w) x 416mm(d)
Antique pine finish

8099ASC

380(w) x 416mm(d)
Limed oak finish

8099LISC

380(w) x 416mm(d)  
Oak finish

8099NOSC

380(w) x 416mm(d)
Walnut finish

8099AWSC

380(w) x 416mm(d)
Honey oak finish

8099HOSC

Highest quality toilet seat with contoured lid and 
substiantial 20mm thick seat ring, fits most toilet 
suites, solid wood construction with dowel reinforced 
seat ring, soft close chrome plated bar hinge, non-slip 
colour coordinated buffers, extremely hardwearing 
impact resistant surfaces.

Traditional toilet seat

370(w) x 434mm(d)
Mahogany finish

8081MSC

370(w) x 434mm(d)
Antique pine finish

8081ASC

370(w) x 434mm(d) 
Solid limed oak finish

8081LISC

370(w) x 434mm(d) 
Oak finish

8081NOSC

370(w) x 434mm(d)
Walnut finish

8081AWSC

370(w) x 434mm(d)
Honey oak finish

8081HOSC

Traditionally sized - ideal replacement seat, solid wood 
construction with dowel reinforced seat ring for extra 
strength, precision made, non-slip, quick release 
hinges, non-slip colour coordinated buffers, extremely 
hardwearing impact resistant surfaces.

Axis toilet seat

370(w) x 420mm(d) 
White finish 

8065WH

370(w) x 420mm(d)
Antique pine finish

8065A

Developed to fit most toilet suites including 6 litre flush 
models, incredibly strong, wood veneered (except 
white seat - painted finish), extremely hard wearing 
impact resistant surfaces, superb matching between 
faces and edges to give appearance of solid wood.

MALVERN
Malvern toilet seat

370(w) x 430mm(d)
Antique pine finish 

MTS1AC

370(w) x 430mm(d)
Mahogany finish

MTS1MC

Solid wood construction with dowel reinforced seat 
ring for extra strength, extremely hardwearing impact 
resistant surfaces

ESSENCE
Essence toilet seat

360(w) x 430mm(d)

8400WH
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HAMPTON
Part of a coordinating furniture range to create a completely 
cohesive look in your bathroom. See page 52.

800 SERIES

UNO

A classic panelling effect with the clean look 
of high quality gloss white finish.

Simple, clean design in a high gloss white finish.  
A matching adjustable plinth makes Uno one of a kind.

1695(l) x 500mm(h) 

White finish BP4000W

685(l) x 500mm(h) 

White finish BP4001W

Uno 1700mm front panel Uno 700mm end panel

Vanilla Mocha Chalk white

1695(l) x 500mm(h) 

Mocha finish BP900.MC

Vanilla finish BP900.VN

Chalk white finish BP900.W

Slate Grey BP900.SG

Pewter BP900.PW

Hampton 1700mm front panel Hampton 700mm end panel

•  All bath panels include matching height
adjustable plinths

•  Height adjustable range 450 - 590mm

1695(l) x 450 - 570mm(h) 

White finish BP800W

685(l) x 450 - 590mm(h) 

White finish BP801W

735(l) x 450 - 590mm(h) 

White finish BP802W

800 Series 1700mm front panel 800 Series end panel

•  All bath panels include matching
height adjustable plinths

•  Height adjustable range 450 - 590mm
(see page 297)

•  Includes matching plinth
•  Height adjustable range 500mm - 620mm
•  Corner posts suitable for use with Uno

bath panels
(see page 297)

Denotes panels which can be adapted for use 
with larger baths, see page 297 for details

685(l) x 500mm(h) 

Mocha finish BP901.MC

Vanilla finish BP901.VN

Chalk white finish BP901.W

Slate Grey BP901.SG

Pewter BP901.PW

Slate Grey Pewter
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VALENCIA

SIGNATURES

Part of a coordinating furniture range to create a completely 
cohesive look in your bathroom. See page 108.

1795(l) x 430 - 560mm(h) 

White finish BP603W

1695(l) x 430 - 560mm(h) 

White finish BP600W

685(l) x 430 - 560mm(h) 

White finish BP601W

Valencia front panel Valencia end panel

1695(l) x 430 - 560mm(h) 

White bevelled finish BP100W

White plain finish BP300W

685(l) x 430 - 560mm(h) 

White bevelled finish BP101W

White plain finish BP301W

Signatures 1700mm front panel Signatures end panel

•  All bath panels include matching
height adjustable plinths

•  Height adjustable range 430 - 560mm

CORNER POSTS

One of the unique features of the range 
is the corner post. Available in gloss 
white, a corner post enables panels 
(where indicated) to be adapted for use 
with 1800 x 800mm or 1700 x 750mm 
baths (as shown in the diagrams below)

• Height of 600mm
• Suitable for plinth installations
• Can be cut down to suit your installation

600mm(h) 

White finish CPOST600W

Corner post

Corner posts for 1700mm x 750mm baths Corner posts for 1800mm x 800mm baths

•  All bath panels include height
adjustable plinths

•  Height adjustable range 430 - 560mm

Suitable for use with Valencia, Signatures, 800 Series & Uno panels.
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As one of the UK’s largest suppliers of bathroom furniture & 
accessories, we set very high standards in design, manufacture 
& service. We also invest heavily in product improvement & 
innovation. By choosing Roper Rhodes, you can be confident that 
your product is of unrivalled quality.

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
& AFTERCARE

GUARANTEES 
Many of our products carry lengthy 
guarantees. Our furniture, showers and 
taps carry 10 year guarantees whilst some 
of our seats have a lifetime guarantee. 
Please see individual product sections for 
details. Guarantees are for domestic use 
only and are not transferable.

REPLACEMENT PARTS 
We carry extensive stocks of replacement 
parts and are normally able to dispatch 
spares within 24 hours of your request.  
Attention is drawn to the policy of replacing 
any damaged part with a spare part where 
possible. Complete exchanges will only be 
made if damage is extensive.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 
Roper Rhodes Ltd reserves the right to 
amend the specification of its products 
at any time if an opportunity to improve 
the product occurs.  All dimensions 
are approximate and are quoted within 
reasonable tolerances.

PRICING 
All prices quoted are inclusive of Value 
Added Tax, which will be charged at the 
rate applicable on the date your product 
is despatched. The prices charged will 
be those ruling at the date of despatch 
and Roper Rhodes cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions in 
this brochure.

SWATCH SAMPLE SERVICE 
If you would like to request a finish swatch 
sample (maximum of 3), simply contact a 
member of our customer service team who 
will be happy to assist with your request.

CABINETS & MIRRORS BROCHURE 
There is a dedicated Roper Rhodes 
cabinets & mirrors brochure available. 
Please ask your retailer for a copy, or visit 
the  Roper Rhodes website to download  
a PDF version.  
roperrhodes.co.uk/brochures

FITTED FURNITURE BROCHURE 
The Roper Rhodes collection also includes 
a fitted furniture option. Please ask your 
retailer for further details and a copy of 
the brochure, or visit the Roper Rhodes 
website to download a PDF version.  
roperrhodes.co.uk/brochures

HOW TO CONTACT US... 
If you need to contact us, our experienced  
in-house customer service team has a wealth 
of knowledge about our products.

01225 303 900
sales@roperrhodes.co.uk         

Monday to Thursday - 9:00am - 5:30pm 
Friday - 9:00am - 5:00pm
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